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Holland City News.
YOL. XIV.— NO.

HOLLAND,

16.

LOCAL

'k Holland City News

.

Brisk building, dull trade, little money and paraded our
and lots of work la a brief synopsis of the

many

fact in

natural history—ihat

fish go iu seine.

school

T)EACH, W. H. CommluloQMerchant, and

X)

Capt. W.

L.

Hopkins

has sold bis in-

Metz.

A common eel two feet and ten inches
in length, weighing four and one-half
pounds, was taken by W. Ogden who was
y Attend the public meeting at P. H.
spearing
in the bayou creek on last TuesMcBride’s office next Monday evening

dealer In Grain, Flour and Prodnce. Hlghcct afternoon.
market price paid for wheat. Office in Brick
store,corner Eighth and Fish streets.
Brofi aid Kfiiolan.

of our local muslciam are rehears-

Van Winkle

enter-

tainment next Wednesday evening.

Rev. W. Greve, of Cincinnati,Ohio,
The number of school children is 13,144. received a call from the Market itreet

on Monday

for their duties lu Lansing

688.

Ottawa county, is $16,174.50.

for

Hon. G. J. Diekema and G. Van Schel- years can be seen by calling at Breyman’a terest in the steamer Macatawa to hli
partners Messrs. Ed. Harringtonand Fred
ven spent last Sunday in this city leaving store next Tuesday morning.

Coaaliiios Ihrohul

Some

NO.

log music for the Kip

The apportionment of primary
moneys

streets as cavalry buglers.

Cabinet Photos of Rip Van Winkle
before and after his sleep of twenty

business life of our city the past week.

-Business gjimton}.

so

WHOLE

23, 1885.

A curious

Thursday morning last the advance
guard of Cole’s Shows visited this place

'published

every Saturday.

SATURDAY, MAY

Next Saturday is Memorial Day.

ITEMS.

Dust! Dust! Dust!

A Weekly Newipaper

MICH.,

thii

The Macatawa Fiab Association will
at the Do Grondwt building on
Tuesday evening, May 20, at 8 o’clock
meet]

Mrs. N. L. McCarty,
is

Holland ChristianRef. Church, of
city.

of Lowell,

Mich.,

erecting a neat and substantialtwo-story

sharp. All members please

attend.

CnAi. Scott, PniitUnt.

Macatawa park. Mr. G. W.

cottage at

Frink is superintendingthe construction.

and lend your aid toward making prepar- day night.

Those who fail to see Rip Van Winkle
Wednesday evening will miss one of
J. Kuite add J. 8, Purdy returned
the
best
entertainmentsof this season.
skating rink are unaoimous in opinion
'IT’AN PUTTEN, Win., Dealer In Drags, MedlCole’s shows one week from next home from Central Indiana last Thursday.
Robert
Me
Wade is an actor of a higher
V clnes,Paints, Oils, etc. Proprietor of Dr. W. Wednesday.
that the music furnishedat the rink here
The small boys are saving These gentlemen brought with them some
Van den Berge’i Family Medicines. River Street.
grade
than
we usually get here. He has
Is the most appropriate of any they have
all their change for this entertainment and very fine, full blooded, short horn, Durjust finished a week’s engagement in DeW Afuifito ^BER. Druggist and Pharmacist;a
heard for skating assemblies.

TVOBBBURG.J.O.Dealer

In Drags and Mediclnes, Paints and Oils, Broshes, <fcc. Physicians prescriptionscarefollypnt np. Eighth St.

U

iness.

°

K°0db appcrtainin° t0 the bus

ations for observing Memorial Day.

it

makes business

In the

People from

peanut line rather ham,

other towns who visit our next

.

cattle.

troit.

dull.

Next Tuesday

At Dunningville south of

an obstacle race will be

this city on

the Chicago & West Mich. R’y a passing
Some one or more of the numerous the attraction at the skating rink. This engine set fire to a pile of hardwood lumCO., Dealers in all
kinds of Fnrnltore, Curtains. Wall Paper, toughs in this city, broke u pane of glass race is very amusing and should he witber last Saturday night and destroyed
Carpets, Coffins,Picture Frames,etc.; River St.
out of the front of the store of P. & D. nessed by all lovers of “traveling on
about $1,500 worth. No insurance.
Osaeral Dealeri.
DeVries last Wednesday night and con- wheels.” No extra charge for admission.c*
Married:— At the residence of Charles
PATTEN, G. & SONS^General Dealers In verted a lot of oranges to their own use.
B. P. Higgins has repaired and made
. Dutton, Esq., of this city, on WednesCaps, Flour, Provisions, etc.* River street.
M. F. Adair, the veterafl angler, cap- additions to the building next to A. B.
day, the 20th inst., by Rev. T. W. Jones,
tured thirty-sevenfine bass recently Bosman’s second-hand store in the 'first
Eoteli,
John William Kent, of Muskegon, Mich.,
ward, which he opens up to-day as a phoHOTEL, Williams Bros., Proprietors. weighing from two to four pounds apiece.
to Flora Augusta Dutton, of Monroe, New
The only first-class hotel in the city. Is lo- Mr. Adair also speared four shad last Fri- tograph gallery. Higgins, as a photograHampshire.
cated in the business center of the town and has
one of the larsest and best sample rooms in the day night and on Saturday the News man pher is well known here and he certainly
state. Free bus In connection with the hotel.
now has a first-classgallery.
Tast Monday morning the remains of
had shad for dinner. Much obliged.
rnnitin.

jyjEYER,

•

BROUWER &

Last Monday morning a fine piece of
sturgeon was left at our

home by

James Huntley who claims

to

VAN

it

iu the

Mr.

have caught

bay. We never knew

Jim

that

was an angler and were somewhat surprised to learn that he had secured so flue

a

prize.

When you go

fishing again

Huntley, take your pole and tackle along
and leave your

money

In the bank, and

then we shall feel sure that

you caught

soinetblug.

Widow F. Van Rij were brought here It is rarely that our citizenshave an opfrom Chicago for interment. The funer- portunity of seeing such an artist as Robert
diers will be held at the law office of P. H.
al services were held in the First Church McWadc. His impersonation of the
dation of guests.
W. Smith, of New York, an expert, as McBride, Esq., on Monday, May 25, at and were attended by the numerous character of Rip Vau Wiukle Is considLlvsry til Bale Btatlsi.
foreman of his mill. The Keystone is 7:30 p. m. to make necessary arrange- friends and relatives of the deceased ered by some to he equal to that of the
famous Joseph Jefferson. For twelve
JJAVEREATB, G. J., Livery and Boarding now turning out work second to none in ments for a proper observanceof Memori- living in this locality.
Stable. Fine rigs and good horses can al- the state. Mr. Smith will move to this al Day. A good attendance is desired.
years
Mr. Mq Wade’s name has been closeways be relied on. On Fish street, near Scott’s
Last Tuesday a few of the brakemen of
By order of committee: J. Kramer, B.
hotel.
Vit^jjith his family.
ly associatedwith his masterly portrayal
the Chicago & West Michigan R’y got inVan Raalte and J. Grootenhuis.
of Washington Irving’s famous legend of
J. H., Livery and Sale Stable;
to an altercationwith Train Master Con•jlv Ninth street, near Market.
Martin Cook, of Allegan, has been apthe “Vagabond of the Catskills.”We
We are pleased to inform our readers nelly and were ripe for a disturbance. The
pointed as mail agent between Allegan
Vmfaetorlii, Killt, Shops,Etc.
publish on another page a short synopsis
that Holland City is to have a street timely appearance of Marshal VaupeH
and Muskegon on the Chicago & West
PAUELS, VAN PUTTEN & CO., Proprietors Mich. R’y to take the place of Mr. Alex* sprinkler. Messrs. Van Raalte & Keppel, quelled the outbreak and matters were ad- of the sketch.
JL of Plngeor Mills. Manufacturers of new Prothe enterprising livery men, have taken justed. Two of the brakemen were discess Flour, Near foot of Eighth street.
Mr. Pieter Vork, who lives about two
ander Henderson resigned. Mr. Ar
hold of the matter, secured enough money charged and three resigned.
miles east of this city, attempted suicide
TTAN RAALTE, B., deaiearin Farm imple- Wiersema, of this city, is instructing Mr,
and encouragementirom our business
raents and machinery. Cor. River and
Cook in his new business.
Ninth Streets.
The Children’s Service last Sunday last Thursday noon by cutting his throat.
pH(ENIX HOTEL. Jas. Ryder,

A

proprietor.

Locatednear the C. & W. M. R\v depot, has fT.U. Kleyn, proprietor of the Keygood facilities for the iroveling public, and its
table Is unsurpassed, Free hack for accommo- stone planing mill, has employed Mr. J.

A public meeting of citizens and

sol-

6

.

v

pEST, R. B., Physician and Surgeon, can be
found in his office in First Ward Drug StoreJ
on Eighth street.

U

Pbyskfan and Surgeon.

XV

men, and will undoubtedly have

a
evening in Hope Church was full of intersprinkler
on
our
streets
the
first
part
of
last Tuesest. The Sabbath School was out in large
day on the new building which Mr. E. next week.
numbers. The singing by the choir and
Van der Veen contemplates erecting adOn the new Chicago & West Mich. R’y the school was good. The recitations
joining his building on the corner of
time table, which takes effect to-morrow, were appropriate and excellent. AdEighth and River streets. The foundathe night express trojn Grand Rapids will dresses were delivered by Prof. Charles
tion has already been laid and the buildarrive here at 9:35 p. m. and the night ex- Scott, the pastor, Rev. T. W. Jones and
ing will be pushed to completion.
press going north will arrive here from the superintendent, Prof. G. J. Kollen.

r Workmen commenced work

FhyilcU&i.

idence on Twelfth street, cor. of Market 8tl
Office at the drag score of Kremers & Bangs..
flee hours from 11 a.m. tol2m.,andfrop5 to 6 p.m|

ON

VATES, O.

E.. Physician and Surgeon. Office
at residenceon the corner of River and
Eleventhstreets, formerly occupied by the late Dr.

X

It

may be

set

down

as an inevitable

rule, that those who sneer, and make deWatches aid Jewelry.

rogatory remarks about their local paper,

pREYMAN, OTTO,

Watchmaker, Jeweler,and
dealer In fancy goods. Corner of Market
and Eighth streets.

U

do the

TITYKBUYSEN,

knowledge

least

to support it, and in nearly

Chicago at 4:40

a.

m. The

local freight

to Grand Rapids, heretoforeknown as
“No. 11” will become “No. 13” and will
leave this station at 6:30 a.

m.

every case they belong to that class whose

H., dealer in Watchts.Clocks,
V
Jewelryand dpectaclea,cor. Ninth and Cedar streets.

V

is so limited, that they

tell whether Guiteau was

hung

at

ington or shot at Banker Hill.

A subscriber at Johnsvilleinforms us
peach trees were
Washset out in that locality this spring. One
thousand plum and a large number of

cannot

We

Be succeeded in making a gash about
four inches in length, cutting into the

wind pipe and making an ugly looking

wound.

Vork U undoubtedly inane.

he attempted to
by drowning.
He jumped into a deep well and was res>
cued with difficulty by his wife aud some
of the neighbors. Since this time a con

later than

“shake

Sunday

last

off this mortal coll”

have had a large variety of weather stant watch haa been kept ever

We have had
damp winds and warm

No

hit actions

the past week but no rain.

by friends, and

hideous cold

ing to cut his throat do loss thou four

ift

the time of his attempt-

men

pleasant dry breezes, which suggests that were with him. The dinner was ready
That giddy thing,
and all were about to set down to the taCalled gentle spring,
getting somewhat bolder.
She snaps her eyes
And loudly cries
To Winter, who doth hold her,
“See here, old chapl
Get off my l»pl”

ble. He had just told his watchers that

Is

that thirteen thousand

/

he did not

want to

“would bring

him

kill himself,

as

that

to hell,” and bad no

more than finished, when, with the cun
The new mocking bird whistle for the grape vines have also been planted. The
And give, him mo cold .ho.lto. vJ nlo£ tljat i, peculiar (o Insanity,he siezed
pump house Arrived last Monday and was peach buds are coming out nicely and the
case knife from the table and begin
For a period of years there has been
blown for the first time. Its blasts re- trees are In blossom. It is expected there
x. o. of o. r.
acking
at his throat. The knife was
lying
dormant
In
our
midst
an
enterprise
semble the noise that would possiblyhe will be a good yield of peaches in that
Holland Citv Lodge, No. 192, Independ
tlken
from
him and his wife received a
that
now
promises
to
yield
a
large
Income
made by a million or two frogs in a neighborhood this year. Johnsvillewas
Order of Odd Fellows, holds its regular meetini:
fqw
cuts in the struggle. As soon as he
at Odd Fellow’s Hall, Holland, Mich., on Tnesda
to
Its
owner,
Mr.
Fillmore
Bird.
Last
swdmp, with variations. The sound is formerlyconsidereda barren section as
evening of each week.
d been deprived of the case knife,
winter Mr. Bird purchased the stone
Visiting brothers are cordiallyInvited.
enough to raise all the defunct animals far as fruit was concerned,but it is now
A. J. Clark, N. G.
grabbed a large butcher knife, that was
quarry which has for years been the propfor several generations back. It certainly rapidly developingin one of the fruit secW. Ziih, R. B.
for cutting bread, ran out of the
erty of Hod. John Roost aud discovered
tions
in
the
state,
and
a
number
of
prom\ ought to serve our citizens as a fire alarm.
F. & A. X.
ouse,
and drew it across his throat, cuithat
the
stone
was
a
most
valuable
sand
inent horticulturistsare turning their atA Regular Oommnnlcationof Ukitt Lodge,
stone.
An
analysis
at
Ann
Arbor
shows
ng
the
wound above referred to. Ho
Some of the finest bass to he found any- tention to that locality.
No. 191. F. A A. M., will be held at Masonic Hal
the product to be what is known as Magas quickly overpowered,the bleeding
Holland, Mich., at 7 o’clock, on Wednesdvy where were caught here this week with
evenings, Jan. 28, Feb. 28, March 25, April 22,
For the past two weeks but little has nesia sandstone and of very exceil
arrested as best as could be done under
Mar 27, June 24, July 22. Ang. 19, Sept. 23, Oct. 21, nets and were sold on our streets for a
Nov. 18, Dec.’ 16. St. John.s days Jane 24, and small sum. We are also credibly informed been said or done in regard to the proWWtlflfflse to the circumstances,and Drs. Kremers and

Jewett#,

m

Dec. 27.

^ T

„

„

„

,

quality,

O. Briykan,

W. M.

D. L. Botd.Ek’v.

#ur

parkrts.

Produce, Eto.
(WHOLESALE.)
{CorrecUdeven Frldav by E. J. Harrington.)
Apples, 50c; Beans, 80c, $1.00; Batter, 12, 13c;
Eggs, 10c; Hpney, 12c; Onions, 50c; Potatoes,
RETAIL.

that fish are being shipped

14c;
Eggs, tic; Honey, 14c; Onions, 50c; Potatoes, 40c.

drain, Food, Eto.
(WHOLESALE.)
(CorrtcUdevery Friday by IF. H. Beach.)
Buc kwheat, 40c; Bran, V 100 lbs., 70c; Barley
S ^ «8,’All;00;,VIover^80ed’V *•» HG0; Corn
tfioo lbs*. 1.10; Corn, shelled,48c; Flour,
$5.60; Fine Corn Meal, 9 100 lbs., $1.40; Feed, «
ton, $20.00; Feed, V 100 lbs., 1.10c.; Hay. $8.00,
$9.00; Middling, S 100 lbs.,’,SOc; Oats, new, 85c;
Pearl BarleyJI 100 lbs. $6,00: Rye, 50c: Timothy
Seed, $1.80; Wheat, white, 96; Red Fultz, 96;

here in

posed agricultural society fair grounds. work intioducing the stone for building Schouten of this city, snmmoned. The

large quantities.Will the people of this

The

community, after having gone to

the executive committee has been out of cess.

the

cause

of

this has

been that one

of purposesand has met with splendid suc- doctors dressed the

He has

associated with

him

Mr.

ly

wound and. were

thanked by the unfortunate man

kind-

committed

town and nnable to attend committee Jordon, of Kalamazoo, and

hibit fishing with nets in the bay, allow

meetings. But Thursday last the matter cured contracts for furnishing the material the rash act and faithfully promised not
was decided permanently and the grounds for the front of a magnificent building in to attempt it again. The causes leading

nefajjousbusiness to he carried on
without in the least attemptingto enforce are
this

that law ? The slaughter of the fish in the

Bay

is as systematically conducted

now

as

to be

purchased from the Council of course

Hope College and the project will be
pushed to a successful termination.

Membership tickets will be offered for
sale next Monday, and each and every
Thursday last, Trustees S. D. Pond, friend of the project should do his utH. C. Weeks, and S. F. Murphy, of the most to advance the prospects for the
villageof Allegan, accompaniedby Mr. holding of a successful fair next fall. The
M. Dyer, superinteudentof the Allegan tickets are to be sold as follows: one year
ever was.

water works, paid
spect the Walker

tem

of this

this city

pumps in

a visit to

In-

use in the sys-

city. They were shown

all the

of erection in that

tract has

they have se-

city. This con-

expressedbis regrets at having

to his insanity

are

. >

.

who

trouble of having had a law passed to pro-

it

Apples. 60c; Beans. $1.25; Butter,

from

4T /

;

many. He has been
many things this

brought the atteotion of contrac- brooding over a good

tors in general to the stone and letters of

winter

and the approach of the

disease

enquiry are dally received. The quarry has been gradual. His aged mother was
is located about one and a half miles east taken sick and died last winter. She reof the

city

on the bank of black

river. quested that no physician be called and
large aod there is the request was granted. After her death
far it extends into the he blamed himself, thinking that if he had

The supply of stone

no

telling

earth.

how

It lies

is

about six

feet

in

from the sur- not heeded her request she would have

been alive aod well. He was a member
the larger and of the 25th Mich. Inf. in the late war, and
the stone. Mr. Bird informs us upon the urging of friends applied for a

tickets, $1.00; five year tickets, $5.00; face and lays in layers. It is easily quarten year tickets, $10.00; life membership, ried and the deeper

$50.00. The number of tickets are lim- better is

down

pumps by Mac Walker, who ited and those who desire them should that every particleof the stone can be pension, which he succeeded in getting.
was also here on a visit. The phmps did make application at an early date. The utilized. The small stones and the chip- He afterwards concluded that he was not
Lancaster Red, 96.
BXTAIL.
noble work and if any prejudice existed ticketsentitle the holder to five admission pings from the large ones can be ground entitled to a pension and dropped it, and
Buckwheat, 50c: Bran, y 100 lbs.,’ 80c; Barley. $ in the minds of the gentlemen it was ticketsto the fair grounds each year, un- into land plaster and it is claimed that it
of late has been in constant fear that a U.
160 lbs., $1.10; Clover seed, V ft., $5.50; Corn
Meal, V 100 t>s., 1.20 ; Corn, shelled:55c: Flour, quickly dispelled.The point that re- til the term of his ticket expires; and the makes the best of fertilizers.There are S. officer would be after him tor defraud$6.00; Fine corn meal, W 100 lbs., $1.60; Feed,*
ton, $21.00: Feed. V 100 lbs., $ 1.20; Hay, $9.00, quired verificationwas as to the number five and ten year ticketsentitle the holder at present fonr men employed at the log the government.Next his great con$10.00; Middling, « 100 lbs,, 90; Oats, 40c; of strokes the pumps would make un- to pass In and out of the grounds at any quarry and this force will he increased as
cern for the welfare of his soul has been a
Pearl Barley, V 100 lbs., $6.00; Rye, 55c; Timothy
seed, $2.50.
der a high pressure on the mains. With time during the fair; they also entitle the fast as necessity requires. In shipping, serious trouble to him, He has been in
one hundred pounds pressure they holder to free exhibit entrees. This plan the stones are placed on a scow and constant dread least he should commit
All persons intendingto beautify their were worked smoothly at one hundred should meet with approval as it is cerbrought down the river to Harrington’s some act that wonld forever injure his
homes should purchase the Harrison and seventy strokes per minute. This
tainly to the advantageof all who take an Dock, where, by the use of a crane, just chances for eternal life. These tnd seriReady Mixed Paints. They are by far
the best paint in the market You can was about fifty revolutions more than the interest in the success of the fair to thus erected, tin stones can be loaded on to ous domestictroubles are undoubtedly the
get them of H. Walsh, who also has a gentlemen expectedto aee and they were purchase tickets, tod by purchasing give can en the: Dock and then taken to their causes that led to his present unfortunate
full stock of Paints, Oils, Varnishes, of course fully satisfied. Allegan intenda the society money to proceed with the endestination.Mr. Bird it to bo congratu- condition. The physicians report at this
Brashes, and all kinds of Wall finish.
adding new pnmpe to her aysteo, and we terprise. Let all our leading farmers and lated on his good fortune and It la to be writing that their patient is doing nicely,
Purchase vour Drags sod Paints where
you get the best articles at the lowest would advise them by all means to get the business men get to the front and buy hoped that the quarry will rapidly de- and express no fear but what he will
merits of the

I

prices.

12-8t

Walker.

these ticketsearly.

velope.

rive this attempt at suicide.

1

M

mm

Vi)

;

loifitni |ita

$

CIOS.

Mich.; ‘Some time ago a family named
Turah killed a hog that had been sick but
had recovered. The family and several
others, eight persons in all, partook of

the meat, and about a week or
days

ten
being simi-

were taken sick, all
Wednesday John
Turah,
ffiti
aged 18, died. The elder Turah, his father,
and Mary Brathaure and her little daughter,
it is said, cannot recover.”. .. .A man
named Rosine, a gardener on the farm of
A. B. Cook, at Libertyville,III, was recently smothered in his bed by robbers and
Six weeks ago a student in the Female thrown into a small lake. The sum of
$1,100 was found sewed up in his clothing.
College at Pittsburgh was secretly married
to a son of the Her. Dr. Pershing. After a
quarrel, the other night, the bridegroom
started for Chicago,and the youny wife
Prop. T. S. Latimer reported to a
shot herselffatally in the right temp
medical gathering at Baltimore that a cholMrs. Hiram Pfanta, of Lititz, Pennsylvania,
went out with her fire children for a walk. era epidemic may be expected in this counOn reaching a mill she quickly threw the try either this summer or the next. . .Maj.
three eldest out into the stream, and then E. A. Burke has tendered to the Board of
leaped in with the others under her arms. Management of the New Orleans ExposiThe first victims were brought to shore tion his resignationas Director General.
and resuscitated;the others perished....
News comes from Texas of a most darEx- Secretary Lincoln was present at the
ing and successful ontrage. Forty State
cremation of the remains or Maj. Lyford,
convicts were employed on Clay’s farm in
U. S. A., at Lancaster Pa.
Larry O’Brien, ones an Alderman in Brazos County. In the evening, when work
New York City, and at another time mem- was stopped, a great crowd of armed men
surroundedthe guards and prisoners and
ber of the New York Assembly,quarreled demanded the release of the latter. The
in front of the Coleman House in Broadway
guards refused, whereupon a fight ensued,
with George Thomas Truman, formerly a in which the convicts joined forces with
Chicago druggist and now a gambler and the mob. The conflict was a terrible one,
speculator,and said to be the most expert
and resulted in a victory for the attacking
card- sharp in the country. Truman stabbed
party, who disappearedwith the convicts.
O’Brien, and he shot Truman twice, and
____ Twenty-five per cent, of the cattle and
both of them are in the New York Hos- sheep in the upper counties of Virginia
pital O’Brien is likely to die.
have died from a mysterious disease ____
A bill allowing the tunneling of Broad- The safe of the St Johns A Lake Enstis
way, for an undergroundrailway, has Railway, at Enstis, Fla., was robbed of

HOLLXND CITY. MICHIGAN.

later

larly affected. On

THE NEWS CONDENSED.

'

TUSKAAT.

THE SOUTH.

.

passed both houses of the New York
Legislature.It extends the powers of the
Arcade Company, and work will be begun
in August. The first twelve miles of the
road will cost $3,000,000 a mile ____ New
York dispatches record the death of
Andre J. Dam, proprietor of the
Union Square Hotel, and of S. R.
Brick, an engineer who accumulated
$1,000,000 in constructing gas-works
throughout the country.... Norman C.
Munson, one of the best known railroad
contractorsin the country, died at Boston.
....Snowden won in the six days’ skating
contest in

New

York,

making 1,100

miles.

The receipts of the contest were $4,000 less
than the expenses ____ W. H. Vanderbilt
has sailed for Europe for his health ____
A New York dispatch of the 18th inst says:
“The consultation at Gen. Grunt's house
yesterday lasted nearly two hours, and disclosed a much graver condition than has
been intimated. The doctors were disinclined to say much about it, beyond admitting that the cancer has again become noticeablyactive. Just what this may tbreaten, or:hi
how near the danger line the disease
has progressed,is not quite clear to the
doctors.”

THE WEST*
The Grand Jury

at

with the murder of Filippo Caruso. Mercuric and Bove were indicted simply as accessories:the other three, Girardo, Sylvesti,
and Atzaro, being indicted as principals.
The assassination was one of the most
fiendish ever perpetrated in Chicago, for
there was no element of passion or revenge
in it The mnrder was planned weeks before its consnmmation, and the unsuspecting victim was taken at such a disadvantage
that he had not even time to cry ont. Believing hifouelf among friend,he accepted a
proposition of Augnstino Gilardo to be
shaved in the room at 94 Tilden avenue,
where all were assembled. Once in the
chair, a stout cord, already prepared, was
slipped over his head, the two ends were
seized by Agnazzio Sylvesti and Giovanni
Azzaro, and while they pulled the cord
A9 « a
•%
* m m m» •f .a a . • .
tight Gilardo stood behind the chair holding the poor, strangling Wretch’s head to
give the rope full play. In a few moments
Cornso was_ dead,
______
and _____
his body
dy was
________
then
packed in a trunk purchased by Sylvesti
and Gilardo immediately afterward, and
shipped to Pittsburgh.

m

____

Richard T. Rnndlett to be Collectorof Customs for the District of Wiscnssct, Me.
.
A delegation from the Fourth Assembly
District of New York called on the Hon. 8.
S. Cox at Washington and nrged him to
decline the Turkish mission, as his services
were needed in Congress. Mr. Coi said
that he did not feel at liberty to withdraw,
on the ground that the President had appointed him without solicitationand was
determined that he should go to Torker.
Therenpon the delegation called noon the
President and asked him to advise Mr. Cox
to resign. The President said Mr. Cox was
the man he wanted for the Turkish mission
and he conld not spare him.
.

Fire broke out

in the yards of the

Cum-

berland Lumber Company at Nashville,
Tenn., destroying a great amount of lumber, the Mew Era flouring- mill, and other
property. The loss is estimated at $100,000.
A. Jeter, a prominent business man of
Lynchburg. Vn., was fatally shot by H.
Ferry, son of Gen. W. R. Ferry, Superin.

.

.

.

.

Henry C. Bules, of

Iowa, Special
Swamp Land Agent of the Land Office, and
Jacob A. Ewan, Special Examiner of the
Pension Office, have resigned....It is nn
derstood the President will appoint Gen.
Rosencfans to one of the following
iflowinc portions: Collectorat San Francisco, Register
of the Treasury, Register of Wills for the
District of Columbia, or the vacancy soon
to occur on the Mississippi River Commission.

GENERAL.
Canadian rebels fired on a party of
mounted police, at Eagle Hills, killing
Constable Elliott and wounding another
man named Spencer from West Troy.

N. Y.

It is said that the loss of the half-breeds in

the

WASHINGTON.

‘mi

H.

Groves, of Delaware
H. L. Ihmsou, of Pennsylvania ; Gregor
;

Fox, of Pennsylvania ; Charles F. Gilliam,
Wm. 8. Maudby, of Ohio ; Ringgold W. Browning, of Maryland ; Wm.
C. Trenholm, of South Carolina; Henry
Newman, of Missouri; Henry Jones, ot
of Ohio ;

.

.

.

I

poumcAi*

$25,000.

Rivers. Seven jiersons were drowned on
Card Creek, near Independence .... Kirwin
(Kan.) dispatch; “Acyclonepassed through
Rook County, dealing death and destruction
along its entire course. Nearly fifty persons were injured.Among ^he fatally injured are: Rev. Mr. Grimes, wife and child,
killed. Child, name unknown, fatally injured. George Campbell, missing, supposed
to have been killed.
Jphnsun. brother
of M. H. Johnson, banker of this citv,
badly injured by falling timbers in a stable
where he had taken refuge. The loss at
Boll City and Stockton consistsof chimneys blown down and window-glassbroken
by hail-stoneswhich measured fobr inches

S.

in

diameter. The' damage in Rooks
County will probably reach $50,000.
Two citizens of Des Moines, Iowa, a tinner
named Newport and a bartendernamed
Stovast, were drowned .while descending
a fishway at the mill-dam in a rowboat.
A waterspout descendedupon a ravine near
Keamey, Neb., during daylight, washing a
"

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

(Sixth District);

Edward A.

Bigler, for the

AT THE

territory

forest fires are reported from the

northwestof Green Bay, which,

en.

The

battle

and Col

Otter

was fonght in Eagle

from

it

Bntoche by Gen. Middleton’s Forces.

Hil>,

made

the assault against Six Volunteers Killed and Fifteen Woundorders. Twenty-one Canadiansand nineed in the Oharge— The Rebel
teen Englishmen were killed. No trace of
the teamsters taken by Poundmaker a week
Lois Heavy.
ago was found, and it is supposed they
have been massacred. n

The

Canadian forces under Gen. Mid-

The Supreme Court

of Louisiana has dleton, after four days' fighting,defeated
affirmedthe decision of the lower court Louis Biel’s half-breeds and captured Ba-

senteucing Pat Ford aud John Mnrphy to
Thomas J, Ford and Court
OfficersCaulfield and Bnckley to twenty
years’ imprisoument for the murder of
Capt. A. H. Murphy on the street in New
‘ rfe last December....
‘
Orleans
A Sunday fight
at Hickory Grove Church, near Jacksonville, Fla., between the West 'brothers and the Langford
mg:
brothers, resulted
in the death of William Langford and the
serious wounding of the other participants
in the row. Taff and Babe Langford were
fataly hurt and John and Abraham West
were badly cut.... Col Cash, the famous
Sonth Carolina duelist.was last week married
to a daughter of Dr. Clayton, of Rockhill,
S. C ..... A mob of masked men at Liberty,
Va., took H. W. Terry, who murderet
d T. A.
Jeter, from jail and hanged him.
be hanged and

"

‘

toche. The rebels were driven from their
rifle-pitsand ambush at the point of the
bayonet The charge was made on the aftemoon of Monday,
ay, "May
"Maj 11. Gen. Middleton sent the following officialreport of the
engagement to the Government at Ottawa:
Have lust made a general attack and carried
the whole settlementThe men behaved splendidly, and the rebels are in full flight.Am sorry
to say I have not got Riel While I was reoonnoltering this morning Wllltim Astley, one of
he prisoners, galloped no with a flag of trace,
and handed me a letter from Riel saying: "If
you massacre our families, I shall massacre
prisoners."I sent answer that If he would put
his women and children in one place and let
know where it was. not a shot should be fired,
1

my

ma

on them. I then returned to camp and
pushed on my advance parties, which
•were heavily fired on. I so pressed on
until I saw my chance, and ordered a general advance. The men responded nobly, splendidly led by their offloers and Col Stranbenite, and drove the enemy ont ot their rltle-plts.

After the rifle-pits were taken they forced their
way across the plain and seized the houses, and
we a^£ no wjn asters of ^the place,^and moat of
____
In the heat
of a problem when at large and in rebellion of the action, Mr Astley came back with another missive from Riel, as follows: “General:
than he is now. The Chief Justice of Yonr prompt an-wer to my note shows that I
Manitoba has given >the opinion that the was right In mentioning to you the cause of humanity. We will gather our familiesin one
rebel cannot be taken to Winnipeg
or Otu
place, and as oon as it Is done we will let you
tawa, but must be tried in the province know." on the envelopehe had writtenas folwhere he was captured. The Government lows : “I do not like war. and If you do not retreat,
is said to be divided as to whether he and refuse an interview, the question remains
the same concerningthe prisoners."Our loss I
should be tried by court-martial or by am afraid Is heavy, bnt not so heavy as might
civil procedure. In the meantime it is be expected. As yet I find It is six killed and
thought that the volunteers are likely to fifteen wounded.
Killed: Capt. John French, scout; Lient.
make a law unto themselvesby shooting Fitch,
of the Royal Grenadiers;Capt. Brown, of
Riel where he now is.
Boulton's troops;W. H. Klppcn,ot the surveySenators Dawes and Maxey, of the ors' corps: Private Frarer,of the Ninetieth;
Privat* Hardesty,of the Ninetieth.
Senate Sub-Committeeon Indian Affairs,
(Founded: Lieut. Garden, surveyora* scouts;
Lieut Laidlow, Tenth Battilion; Mai. Dawson,
passed through St Louis last Meek on Tenth‘ Battalion, slightly; Sergt.
. Watson,
.....
Maj.
their way to Muscogee, Ind. Ter., Mhere Ninetieth Battalion, si ghtly in the ankle; Sergt
Jakes, Ninetieth Battalion, in the hand; Private
they will meet Senators Jones, Morgan, aud Young. Ninetieth Battalion,fienh wound In
Ingalls, and Secretary Endicott. The com- thigh; Private W. Cook, Tenth Battalion, shot
mittee will investigate the present condi- inarm; Bugler M. Gaughau,Tenth Bat allon.
wounded in finger; Private C. Barber, slight
tion of the Indian tribes located i i Indian
wound In head : Private J. W. Quigley, flesh
Territory,inquire into the reportedfrauds wound In arm; Private J. Marshall,
hall Tenth
in the Indian Agency Department,and ex- Battalion, flesh wound In leg; I rlvate W. Wilback;
_______
JCL
amine the titlesof the lauds occupied by son, Tenth Battalion, slight wound across
Private Barton, Midland Batta Ion, thigh ana
white settlers which ore said to bolon? to groin, serious; Corporal Hdlliwell. Midland Batthe Indians. Under this last head comes talion, slight hurts In face and arm; Lieut
the Oklahoma tract. A branch of the com- Helliwell, Midland Battalion, in shoulder.
The prisoners were all released and are safe In
mittee will go on a similar mission to Damy camp. Among them Is Jackson,a white man
kota and the Northwest
who was Riel’s Secretary, but who Is mad and

Turkish

officersare still planting tor-

pedoes in the straits of the Dardanelles ____

Cunningham and Barton, the

alleged dy-

namiters,were sentenced in Loudon to
penal servitude for life. Mr. E. J.
Phelps, the new United States Minister
to England, was in the court room,

in mourning, and

dressed

listened

closely to the Judge’s charge. Cunningham maintained his self-composure,
but Burton broke down and sobb d when
the verdict was rendered. When the prisoners were asked if they had anything to
wiy why the seutenca of the law
iv sho il
ild not
be passsed u|>on them, Canningham protested that he was innocent. He slid he
was willing to accept penal servitude for
life, but they conld not touch his soul.
Burton simply declared that he was inno-

cent
“Gen. Grant was bright and cheerful
yesterday," says

May

a New York

dispatch of

19, “having slept well the previous

to Clintonville. night. Col. Fred Grant carriedto the publishers' office a large package of new manForest fires were also reported from the vised proofs
proof which had been
nseript and revised
cinity of Harrison, Mich. At Oscoda. corrected by his father."
Mich., 7,000,000 feet of lumber, belonging
to the An Sable Lumber Company, was
burned. Between 4.000,000 and 5,000,000
THE MARKETS.
feet of lumber on the docks at Wood’s mills
at Bluffton,Mich., was destroyed, and also
NEW YORK.
500.000 shingles owned by W. W. Cummer
Beeves ...........................
$6.oo <a 6.75
A Co., at Missaukee Junction, Mich.
Hoos .............................4.60 (9 6.00
Wheat— No. 1 White ........... 1.02 @1.03
No. 2 Red. .............. L02 @ 1.02
Corn-No. ....................... 55 @ .66
0 AT1— White .................... 44 @
.48
A dispatch from Monaco announces Pork-Ncw Mess ................ 12.50 @12.75
Lard
...............................
07
@
.07*
the death of Mr. Fargus (“Hugh Conway"),
CHICAGO.
the author of “Called Back." From his Beeves— Choice to Prime Steers. 5.60 @6.00
is said, extend

POINT.

Riel and His Followers Driven Ont ol

"Col Otter made an attack on the Indian
Chief Poundmaker,and after a severe
battle captured him and took 129 prison-

ing.

Heayy

BOTNETS

A dispatch from Winnipeg, Manitoba,
reports that on Monday, the 18th of May,

Stiles

L

____

~

~

~

rather

dangerous. Fred Middleton,

.......

.

Major General.
ANOTHER ACCOUNT.
Reveillewas sounded at A o'clock a. m. The
troops had teceived some rest, but were not
fresh. Middleton seemed befit on doing something decisivebefore the day was orer, and so
expressed himself to the troope. The dav was
clear and warm. Fightingwas begun before 7
o'c ock, and the troops advanced nearer the
rebel strongholdsthan on the previous day, and
continued to pour volley after volley on the
enemy> position.The distance was considerable, and the balletsdid not have great effect.
Battery A and the Winnipeg field batterydid
effective work in shelling the enemy. A considerable detachment of the rebels was on on*
occasion competely driven from their intrenched position In the bluff by the explosion
of a shell in their midst. Several chargeswere
made toward the rifle pits in the hone of capturing them, bnt the balf-breedsheld stubbornly to them.
For a time the rebels seemed Inclined to
hold to the rifle pits, and then they fired several volleys into the troops, doing considerable
damage, but It was their parting kick, for the
next moment they wavered, broke, fled, and
within a quarter of an hoar Batocbe was in
the hands of the troops,and the rebels were
flying over the plains. The prisoners wero
found locked np in a house supposed to be
Riel'sheadquarters. They were terribly frightened daring the progress of the battle, as they
expected every minute to be murdered,bnt
when the troops broke open the house and released them they wept tor joy. *1 he following
are thoee released: McDonald, the Thomas
brothers. H. Ross, Astley, MacKeand, the Jackson brothers, Albert Monkman, and Agent Lash.
The rebel loss was verv heavy. Whl'e riding
about the field the bodies of pine bait-breeds
and Indianswere seen.

JOSEPH E. JOHNSTON.

FOREIGN.

Au

Itor

of BallroadAccounts.
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earliestyouth the deceaseddabbled in the
lighter sorts of literature. The enormous
salts of his most successful work. “Called
Back," brought him in a fortune. His death
was due to an attack of typhoid fever.
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Ferran intends to visit Engl
few weeks. . .The British Government has
decided to propose the renewal for two
years of the Irisn crimes act in n modified
form. The Parnellitesare indignant at the
suggestion.Parliament will adjourn by
the middle of Jnly. The working.

men are

arranging to

concentrate

1

2

Pork— Mess .....................11.00 @11.50

Twenty-thirddistrict of Pennsylvania; Ed- on candidates for parliamentary seats at the
CINCINNATI
ward C. Wall, for the First District of Wis- coming election, particularly in manu- Wheat-No. 2 Red ............... 1.05 @1.07
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consin; Hugh Kennard, for the Fifth facturing centers....The British Govern- Corn .............................
Oats— Mixed ...................... 88 @ .40
District of New Jersey. William A. ment has issued diplomatic papers Rye-No. 2 Fall ................... 71 @ .78
Vincent, of New Mexico, to be Chief to the effect that any movement PoBK-Mesa ..................... 1L25 @11.75
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Prince George of Wales will be appointed
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John McWilliams,at Coatesville, Pa.,
_
vice return to Ireland and take part in politics.
[Reported by Kherman Hall A Co., Chicago.HI.]
F. G. Parkage, commission expired.
....The English press extends Minister
Price* of Unwashed Wool (old clip) from Indiana,
Michigan,
Illinois,and Iowa for the past week an
Phelps
an
exceptionally
hearty
welcome.
The President has appointed Thomas H.
unchangedas follows; Fine, 17031c; Finn Medium,
‘ visited Wi
Windsor
‘
Castle and autfcac; Medium, 2i028c; Low Medium. I9(«21e;
Simms to be Collectorof Internal Revenue Minister Lowell
2

...

Gen. Joseph E. Johnston, who was lately
...
,, ----- Xappointed Auditor of Ballroad ’Accounts,
was bom in Virginia in 1807, graduated at
'West Point in 1829, served in tne Seminol®
war as aid to Gen. Scott, resigned in 1837,
re-entered the array in 1838 as First Lieutenant, and was brevetted Captain for gal'Yinlantry daring the war with the Florida
dinns. He served in the Topographical
Bureau, and in 1843 on the survey of the
boundaries between the United States and
the Britishprovinces.From 1844 to 1846
he was engaged on the coast survey,1 He
served with gallantry in the Mexican wm,

----

.

...

was twice wounded, and successivelybrevetted ns Major, Lieutenant Colonel,and
Colonel. From 1853 to 1855 he was in

.

2

.

-- "

for the Districtof

^rkanaas,vice Henry M.

family of emigrants named Scott from their Cooper, suspended; Charles B. Staples to
imgtroand drowning two children. . .Tele- be Collector of Internal Bevenue for the
Detroit Frtt Press from Mason, Twelfth District of Pennsylvania, vice Ed.

ADDITIONAL NEWS.

'

fight at Batocbe amounted to over fifty
killed and nearly 200 wounded ____ A cad
has been issued for a reunion of the reptendent of the State Penitentiary.
resentativeorganizations of the soldiersof
the United States, to be held in Philadelphia from June 28 to July 26 ____
The monthly statistical publication of Charles Houldenwashanged at Petersburg,
III, for the murder of his wife. The culthe AgriculturalDepartmentfor May,
prit was cool and collected. He was asked
which has just been issued, contains a com- if he had anything to sav alter ascending the
rehensive statementcf wages paid farm gallows. He answered in the negative.
borers in all parts of th« country, based The noose was then adjusted. After the
upon what Mr. Dodge, the statistician of body was cut down it was turned over to
the department,believes to be entirely the undertakers. The murderer insisted
trustwor by data. The figures are: East- to the last that he had no recollectionof the
ern States, $25.30; Middle States,$23.19; commissionof the deed.
Southern States, $14.27; Western States,
Louis Riel, the leader of the revolt in
$22.26; California, $38.75. The amount
the Northwest, was captured near Batouche
of labor seeking employment in agriculture
at the present time is unusually large, yet by three scouts. He showed great fear of
there are many localities in almost wery violence at the hands of the soldiers,and
section of the country in which there is seemed anxious to obtain a civil trial. • A
more or less complaint of scarcity’.The dispatch from Batonche says:
Riel while riding into camp, expressedhimreport closes with the practical suggestion
self to
-----hl» captors
— .—
m follows:
.. „ . "I
. v.o
dc not think
that in the manufacturing towns and cities —
this trouble will be without remit, a-» the comoffices bo opened either by the labor nnions plaints of the farmers will be regarded with
or by benevolentcitizens, through which some degree of attention.”
When told that his books and papers bad been
communicationmay be opened between unemployed city workmen and fanners need- captured, he said: “I am glad. This will show
that I am not the actual leader of the rebellion.
ing help, so that a reputable aud worthy 1 havebeen encouraged by people of good standcity laborer may have the means of making ing at and around Prince Albert, who invited
known his true character,instead of start- me over from Montana."
He asked would tney give him a fair trial,
ing out on foot at a venture, subject to the
civil or maitial,and Armstrongtold him he
risk of being mistaken for a professional would be tried by martial law. Riel drew a
tramp.
long breath, but said nothing. He spoke again
of not being the head man in the rebellion,and
Secretary Lamar has appointed the then commenced praying, and made the sign of
following-namedpersons as special agents the cross. He asked whether his family would
lie “blown up with that gun with the crowd,"
of the Bureau of Labor: Charles B. Judd, meaning the Uatllng, and then he said he didn't
of Colorado; Jonas Libby, of New York; want to be seltisn,and hoped that none of the
half-breedswould saffer,nor his own family.
Elgin L. R. Gould, of Maryland; Henry C. He then commenced praying again. In apWilson, of New Jersey; Wm. H. Stinson, pearance he is now a common half-breed, and
of New Hampshire; James Reed, of Mas- looks verv dilapidated. He spends most of his
sachusetts; Arthur B. Woodford, of Con- time talking in a wandering manner and pray-

necticut ; J.

- '

Amid great excitement the IllinoisLegislature,on Thursday, May 14, voted ten
times for a successorto Gen. Logan as
United States Senator. After,' on two successive ballots, receiving the entire support
of his party. Col Morrison, the Democratic
caucus nominee,withdrew, and Judge LamNow that Riel has been captured, the
bert Tree became the Democratic favorite.
He received 101 votes, and lacked only one Dominion Government is puzzled what
vote of an election.
disposition to make of him. He was loss

$3,000 cash.

Georgia;and Silenus O. Ward, of New
York. It is learned that in making these
appointments the Secretary acted without
The log house of a Norwegian farmer regard to the party affiliationsof the pernamed Henry Lewiston, living near Owa- sons to be appointed, and they were selecttonna, Minn., was burned, aud five of his ed without respect to any theories they
might entertain upon economic questions.
children perished in the flames. The family,
The districtsto which these appointees
consisting of Lewiston, his wife, seven chilare to be assigned have not yet been fully
dren, and a hired man, were all sleeping in
determined.
the second story of his house. The only
The Washington Capital denies that
window in that part of the house overlooked
s shanty addition nsed for a kitchen. Lewis- Miss Cleveland has left the White House
ton and wife were awakened by the glare of because her views regarding the use of wine
the fire and rushed down stairs, Mrs. at the Execntive Mansion were not adopted.
Lewiston carrying her youngest child in She has merely gone away for a short vacaher arms, another child aged 10 years and
tion
SecretaryLamar has issued an order
the hired man following.When Lewiston reversinga former order of SecretaryTeller
opened the only door of the house, which in regard to lode claims by miners
led into the shanty, the smoke and flames
on the public domain. The order is as
burst in, nearly overpowering him and follows; In entriesmade prior to the reburning off part of"hisi hair and beard. The ceipt by the Register and Receiver of the
hired man then knocked out a window circular of December, 1884, the survey, if
through which they got out, but not before free from objection under the former pracMrs. Lewiston was severelyburned. Lewistice, need not be amended to conform to
ton made several frantic efforts to reach the
the provisions of paragraph 2 of said circhildren still asleep up- stairs, but ns there
cular. All decisions under said circularin
was no doer or window through which conflict with the foregoingmay to that exthis conld be done except the window on
tent be recalled.
the side of the house already in flames he
was powerless....Chesley Chambers, residing near South Union, Indiana, has been
shadowed ever since the train robben* at
The President has made the following
Horrodsbnrg,and positivelyidentifiedby
appointments;
Joseph M. Poe, Appraiser
Peter Webber, the wounded baggage-master, as the person who shot him in the car. of Merchandise,district of Cuyahoga, Ohio;
....Nearly half the town of Utica, Minn., James Curren. SupervisingInspector of
was destroyed by fire, the losses being Steam Vessels for the Third District. To
* be Collectorsof InternalRevenue: George
Southern Kansas was visited with a se- L. Spear, for the district of Vermont; Chas.
E. Hasbrook,for the districtof Missouri
vere rainstorm, flooding Elk and Verdigris

“

ward H. Chdse, suspended;Richard F.
Dodge to be Collector of Customs for (he
District of Salem and Beverly, Mass.:

...

Chicago has found
true bills againstthe five Italians charged

‘ '

'

bade farewell to the

for

home June

He will sail
The rival false

Queen.

10....

prophet of the Soudan has collecteda large
army, and is advancing on Khartoum to
give battle to El Mehdl

Coarse,17(<i30e. Delaine-Fine. 30fe21c; Medium, 300
3tc. Cfimblng-Medlum,22024c; Low Medium, 220
90/**

fViarxf

Mrairl

was acting Inspector General in the

Utah

expedition.In 1860 he became Quartermaster General, with the rank of Brigadier
General. He resigned his commission in
April, 1861, entered the Confederate serrice, and commanded at Bull Bun, York-

and Bichmond. He was severely
wounded at the battle of Fair Oaks, and
totfn,

for severalmonths

was disabledfor service.
was subsequentlyintrusted with important commands in the Southwest. Since
the war he has led a quiet life. He once
represented the Bichmond (Va.) district ia

He

Vongress.

,

TWO FAMOUS DIPLOMATS.

Ui, verse 18. The several days of the creation
are made more prominent by breaks of a line
between the verses. This expedienthas enabled
Earl Granville, English Secretary for For.
the revisers to make use of the dialogue form
elgn Affklrt.
and to show the dramatic character of the song
of songs, the first chapter of which, for example, is divided Into seven speeches.
The Psalms are definitely divided into five
books, the last four beginning respectivelyat
Psalma xlli., IxiiL, xc.. and evil
A striking Improvement is the printing of all
poetical passages in poeticalform. This has
been done in the Psalms,Proverbs, Job, and the
Canticles.But the Prophets have been left in
prose, however passionate their oratory. The
songs of Lamech, Jacob, Minam, Moses, Deborah, and Hannah: the Psalms of Jonah and

THE NEW BOOK.
Presentation to Christendom of
the Revised Version of the
Old Testament.
Eminent Biblical Scholars and the
Best Hebraists Finish a
Noble

Work.

Habakkuk, and David’a lament (in Second
direat Care

Taken to

Samuel, 1.) appear In versified ballad.
The origin of Joshua's miracle: "Bun. stand
thou still upon Oibeon,"is indicated by Its verse
character. Bo, also, is the triumphal cry of
Samson (Judges xv., 10).
Examination of the more familiar passages
and phrases discloses the fact that care was
taken In preservingIntact household words of
the Old Testament.The old literaryform has
been held socred,and the revisers cannot be
charged with any pedantic ^trainingafter the
original text; bat
it not all the familiar objects
of the Scriptures have escaped untouched. The
high priest no longer casts lots for the scapegoat He does so for Arazcl.
The summary for each day at the oreation
now runs accordingto the formula : "And there
was evening and there was morning, one day."
“There was evening and morning, a second day,"
a third day, and ao on, giving a suggestion of
successive stages with
b long
1
intervals.
The “apples of gold," of Proverbsxxv., 11, are
now encasedin "figured work" of silver, not in

Preserve

Language of King James’
Translators.

The

complete new verHoly Bible was presentedto

first copy of the

«ion of the

•

Queen Victoriaon Friday, the 15th of May,
and at midnight of that day copies were
deliveredto the London press for comment. The Committee of Be vision was appointed by the Established Church Convocation the 6th of May, 1870. Of the sixteen members then appointed only six survive. The revisers sat altogether792 days
of six hours. The whole work was gone
over in session three times. The first time
a bare majority carried an alteration. The

House bill No. 42, amending section 7397
Regarding the ••Pardon Board”— Grand
Gift to the Michigan Unlverslty-The Howell,relativeto the survivalof actions, was
Minority Bill Vetoed— Registration and defeated in the Senate on the 11th Inst. The
Govern rr communicated to the Senate his apElection Laws— More Appropriations,
ifrrom Our

Own

Correspondent.]

Lansing, May

11.

1885.

When

the two houses met at 9:30 last
Monday evening, the House roll •call showed
thirty-ei^ht members absent without leave,
in addition to all that were absent with
leave, and the Senate found thirteennoncomo-atnble members. As a consequence
neither honse had a quorum— result, no
busimss.

REGARDING A PARDON BOARD.

proval of the following acts: For alphabetically
indexing tho names of toe Michigan soldiers;
snbmlttingto the people the qnestton of abolishing or regulatingthe office of Auditor in

Wayne County: making an appropriationof
ts.ouo for i he celebration of the semi-centennial
of the State: amendingact 37 of 1878, relative lo
a State Agenov for juvenileoffenders; amending section 7808, Howell, relative to printed
copies of laws frem other States and countries;
amending Section 7612, Howoll, relative to the

entting of timber, protectionof land, eta;
making an appropriationfor the Pontiac Insane Asylum ; amending the laws relating to
settling returns of exceptions in criminal cases;

On Tuesday (5th) the Governor notified making appropriations for thejnstitute for the
the two houses that if it should be thought Deaf and Dnmb; making an appropriationfor
the printingof reports on current agricultural
best to create a "pardon board, " in accord- topics by professorsIn the AgriculturalColnnce with his former message,he would lege: changingthe name of M. Bonham to H. M.
suggest that tho law be so framed as not to Boswell; for the improvement of Looking Glass
River, in Clinton and Shlawa-aeeCounties; for
allow the board to sit more than six months
the preparation of an index to the general laws.
during any one gubernatorialterm, the pormonths to be determinedby
the Executive, and the pay of the members
of the board to be fixed accordingly;

tiou of the Six

J

"pictures."
"Vanity and vexation of spirit" (Ecclesiastes
1L, 17) has become "Vanity and a striving after

To toe House the Governor noted his approval
of the following acts: Incorporating
toe Village
of Hint; amending Section 1638, Howell, relalive to burial grounds; amending the Lading
ton city charter; amending Section 2284, Howell, relative to subjects for dissection:amending Section 1817, of 1871, relative to the inpport

A GRAND GIFT.
RepresentativeParkhurst,on the 5th, of poor persons.
presented a communication from James B.
The followingbills passed the Senate on the
Augell, LL. D., President of Michigan
12th insl: Detaching territory from Portage
University, in regard to a magnificent gift
Township and attaching the same to Adams
that is to be made to that institution. Dr.

GRANVILLE.

The Bight Hon. George Liveson Gower,
Township, Houghton County ; amen ding ChanRe, wrote:
K. G., the eldest son of the first Earl of Augell
ter 32, Howell, relative to recording town plate;
mind."
Dear
Sir—
We
have
to-day
received
inalterations were then printed and circulated
making it a misdemeanor to nnhitch or drive
"Happy is the man that hath his qnlvcr full of Granville,was bom May 11, 1815, and was
among the revisers, who had the advantage them (Ks&lms cxxvlii.,5) has teen changed into edneated at Eton and Christ Church. Ox- formation from Mrs. Randolph Rogers, away horaes; to provide for automatic couplers
before the second revisionbegan of sug- "Happy is the man that hath filled hia quiver ford, taking his degree in 1834. In 1835 he wife of the distinguished Michigan sculp- on freight cars. In the House the State Treaswith them."
tor (who is himself now an invalid), that urer presentedhis statement that the following
gestions by the American revisers. On th
Reuben's curse (Genesis xlix., 4), "Unstableaa became oft attacheof the Parisian Embassy, her husband is making preparations to send banks, having State depoaits, paid interest at 3
second revisiona two-thirdsmajority was
per ocpL per annum thereon, and the
water thou shalt not excel," now reads, “Unsta- was electdd to the House of Qommons for
from Rome, as a gift to the University, the total Interest received was $32,189.74.
necessary to confirm the alterations. The ble as water, have not thou the excellency."
the borough of Morpeth in 1836, and again
third revision was devoted to objections
The following changes also grate against as- elected in 1837. In 1840 he was tendered casts of all the works which he has com- Following is a list of the banka:
AmericanNational, Detroit, $8,74188; Bay Naand points reserved. As for the general sociations. Tho authorizedGenesis(chap, vt, and accepted tho position of Under Secre- pleted in the course of his long and labori- tional, Bay City, (689 : Citizens' National, Sagverse
: “There were giants in the earth in
ous life. These works comprise a number inaw, $41\48; City National, Grand Rapids,
result— says a cable dispatch—
those days." is revidbii : “The nephelinawere in tary of State for Foreign Affairs. He was
of the best-known monuments commemo- $1,084.66;Chelsea Havings,Chelsea, $30o; coldWhen the whole work is examined It will be the earth in those days."
next
chosen
as
member
from
Litchfield.
found that the revisers have on the whole been
rative of events in our late war, statuesof water National, $456.36; CommercialNational,
In the authorizedversion of Job xxxt. verse
While
in
the
House
of
Commons
he
supDetroit, $1,9<K).05; First National. Allegan, $3oo;
very conservative.The alterations In the Old 36, "01 that one would hear me! Behold,my
eminent statesmen and militaryand naval First National, Detroit, $5,407.37;First Na.ional,
Testament are much fewer In proportion than desire Is thatt the Almighty would answer me ported the Liberal party and always advoofficers,
the
bronze
doors
of
the
Capitol
at
Flint, $40; First Nations], Manistee, (ooo; First
those made In the New Te-tament.There have and that mine adversaryhad written a book," cated the doctrine of free trade. In 1846
been very few— merely verbal altera ions. The is revised, "O't, that one would bear me. BeWashington, and several ideal Btotues National, Port Hnron, $431.25; Fourth National.
revised Old Testamentis almost exactly the hold, my desire is, that the Almighty would he succeeded to the peerage, and in 1848 whose fame is world-wide. They are of Grand Rapids, $366.44; Genesee Savings, Flint,
«ame length as the old one. There are im- answer me, and that I had the Indictment was appointed Presidentof the Board of
portant alterations in the arrangement of chap- which my adversaryhath written."
Trade. In 1851 he was made a Cabinet the very greatestvalue.
The eminent sculptor having been born
ters, which are printed in paragraphs,so as to
Tho authorized Psalm vili., verse 0: "For Minister,and in December of that year suc$4,683.18;Northern
keep tbs consecutive sense, bat are not divided Thou hast made him a little lower than the
in this State, and having lived here till obants and Manufacturers',
ceeded
Lord
Palmerson
in
the
Foreign
------ Old National,
National, Big Rapids, $474.72;
into verses. Poetical passages are printed like angels’ Is revised : "For Thou hast made him a
early manhood, has had toe generous nnd
Grand Rapids, $835.40; Plymouth
ith National,
Officei, retiring from the position on tho ocblank verse.
little lower than God."
patriotic desire to place hia great coHoction $153.25; Bcwmu
Second uaiuviuM,
National, Jay
Bay City,
Clt;
$646.44;
The first axiom of the revised translation
The authorized Psalm cxvl. verso 11: “I casion of the fall of the Bussell Ministry,
Second
^National,
Hillsdale,
$300
; Southof
his
works
in
Michigan
for
preservation.
was: “Umgtothe pure native significance of said in my haste, all men are liars." is revised;
early in
in 1852. Lord Granville,who has held
held
Union,
the words." This is a specimen of the blank “I said when I made huatc to escape, all men
“Many of these works are so large, and ern National,Coldwater, $460
the offices of Master of the Buckhounds,
of Jackson, $478,95; total, $32,189.74.
verse:
are a He."
must be packed with so great care, that the The followingpassed the Honse unless otherCreate in me a clean heart, 0, God,
Ecclesiastes xlL. 13: "Let us hear the conclu- PaymasterGeneral of the Forces, Chancellor boxing aod transportation of them must
wise noted: Relating to Albion Cemetery;
And renew a right spirit within me;
sion of the whole matter; fear God," etc , has of the Duchy of Lancaster, and Treasurer
amcndinn section 2155, Howell, relatCast me not away from Thy presence.
beeu revised to lead: “This Is the end of the of the Navy, was appointedPresident of necessarily be expensive. We have no
And take not Thy holy spiritfrom me;
means at this time of making a correctes- ing to fish chntes—lost; making appropriation
matter; all hath been heard; fear God," etc.
the
Council
in
1853,
and
in
1855
undertook
for the Ionia House of Correction;for the apBestore unto me the joy of Thy salvation,
Proverbsxlv., : “Fools make a mock at^ sin.
timate of the cost ef removing them from pointmentof an Inspector and warden of
And uphold me with a free spirit.
but among the righteous there is favor,” re- the ministerialleadership of the House of
Rome
to Ann Arbor. But there can be no flali
Ishorles; for the appointment of a comraisAdam and Eve only take their names after vised, reads : "The foolish scorn the guilt offer- Lords, but was, however, unsuccessful.In
sloner of toll roada— lost-reconsldered,and
ing, but among tho upright there is good-will." 1856 he was sent to represent England at doubt that it will be beyond the means now
the fall. Before, they are man or wife.
laid on the table; Imporing a t*x on the busiNo changes in diction are made in the first
at the disposal of the University for such
The above are nearly »<11 of the passages In
ness of selling liquors, etc , in Michigan to be
chapter of Genesis to aid or puzzle debaters ou which a shock ia given to old associations.In the coronation ceremonies of AlexanderII., purposes.
shipped from withbnt
thont the
the State; amending act
other passagesthere an; found variations which at St. Petersburg. He was made Lord
faith and science.
“I therefore venture to make known the 187 of 1875, relativeto Incorporationfor mannThe old accountof the deluge is left as it was. cannot be called rash alterations. For instance, Warden of the Cinque Ports in December,
The Mosaic books are but little touched. The Isaiah, chap. Ill, verse 13, in the authorized ver- 1865, and in 1868 accepted the position of facts through yon to the Legislature,and
Joshua miracle of the sun and the moon are left sion reads: “Behold, my servant shall deal
to raise tho inquiry whether that body may
ds
reprudently;he shall be exalted and extolled and ColonialSecretaryunder Gladstone,
lntact» '
not be disposed tp appropriate a sum not companies;amending section 8382, Howell,
be very high." The ic vised verse reads: “Be- maining in the position until 1870, when he
Job Is mainly printed in blank verse.
exceeding $2,500 for the removal of the relative to mechanics'liens; for assigning errors
"1 know that my Redeemer liveth" stands, hold, ray servant shall deal wisely; he shall be was made Secretary for Foreign Affairs, ocIn charges to jnrles
appropriating State swampgifts of Mr. Rogers, and providing that only
but the marginal note destroys all its signifi- lifted up and shall be very high,"
land to clear Newton Creek, Alpena County:
cupying
until the retirement of
ing the position
po
Isaiah liiL, 3, in the authorized version is:
cance in relation to the Messiah.
so ranch of said sum as is needed for the authorizingthe Supervisorsof Jackson to sell
"0, that mine adversaryhad written a book" “He Is despised and rejected of men; a man of the Liberal Cabinet, in February, 1874. At purpose shall be drawn by the University. Jackson fair grounds— tabled; Incorporating
becomes: "That I bad the Indictment mine sorrowsand acquaintedwith grief, and we hid the commencement of the following year,
“The Rogers collection, added to the col- the schools of Ovid; for the appointment of a
as it were our fhces from him; ho was despised, when Gladstone retired, the Earl of Granadversaryhad written."
State live-stock sanitary commission; to equallection of works of art left to tho Univer“Hast thou clothed his neck with thunder?" and wc esteemed him not." In the revised this
ize bountloa-passed by requisitetwo-thirda
ville became the acknowledgedleader of the
changes to “with a quiveringmane."
reads': "He Is despised and rejected of men: a
sity by tho late H. G. Lewis, Esq., ot Cold- vote.
“Hell," comments the Daily Telegraph, "is man of sorrows, and acquaintedwith grief;and Liberal party. When Mr. Gladstone was
water, will furnish the University with
The Senate passed the following bills at its
injudiciously dismissed,” and the Hebrew as one from whom men hid their laces; he was returned to power, in 1880, Granville was
such a gallery of art as is possessedby no session on the 13th Inst; Amending the law reldesulsed, and we esteemed him not"
"aheol"is substituted throughout.
again made Secretory for Foreign Affairs.
The Globe says: "Go to sheer will now beThe same chapter, verse 7, is changed to read:
other university in America. Very re- ative to the determinationof estates at will, for
come a more pleasantuhraso of tho angry ir- “He was afflicted, yet ho opened not his mouth;
spectfullyyours,
the fllllDR ot contractsor leases which contain
as a lamb that he led to the slaughter," etc.
reverentman.
M. De Giers, Russian Minister of Foreign
provisions that the vendee or lessee may or shall
“James B. Angell, President
Same chapter, verse 8: "He was taken from
The italics of former editions yield to comAffairs.
prison and from judgment, and who shall demon type in the text.
The communication was referred to the retain the title or a lien thereon, for a record of
notices of suits affecting title to real estate, relThe psalms are divided. There arc few im- clare his generation?"is revised to read : "By
Committee on Ways aud Means, and it is ative to townships and tbs eleotion of township
portant chauges made in them, and those with oppressionand judgment ho was taken away,
hoped that the small appropriation can and officers, and authorizingguardiansto carry out
piteouslyscrupulouscare. The beautitul and who cons dereth his generation?"
contracts made by their wards; also House bills
will be set apart for the purpose.
Psalm xxilu, "l he Lord is my Shepherd, " reTho Chrlstologyof the Old Testament is
amending tho law authorizingJudges of Proma ns untouched,as does the passageIn Psaim almost entirolv unaffected by tho revisers.
VETO OF THE MINORITY RILL.
bate to appoint registers, relative to Inquests,
The crucial passage, Isaiah vii., 14: " Behold,
xxlv. beginning:"Liit up your heads, 0 ye
Gov. Alger on the 5th vetoed the bill “to relative to the common jurisdiction of oo unties,
gates;" but in Psalm xxxviL: “The wicked a virgin shall conceive and bear a son," remains
man no looser spreadeth himself like a green unchanged, except that the margin suggests
secure the minority of stockholders in cor- requiringparties to civil suits to file bills of
particulars of their demands, providing
hay tree," but bb "a green tree In its native the virgin is with child and beareih."
porations organized under general laws the for the collection of apiarianstatistics,
In the fifth commandment, “Honor thy father
aoil;" nor in Psalm xiv. Is the king's daught.r
power of electinga representativemember- and amending the law relative to appointMid to be "all glorious within," but "The and thy mother, that thy days may be long
U
in
ship in boards of directors,”as it had all ment of visitors to Bute institutions.
King's daughter within tho palace is all glori- the land which the Lord thy God giveth thee,"
The Senate killed the Hawley liquor bill,
is rendered : "Honor thy f .ther and thy mother,
ous."
along been expected be would. The veto
which providedfor a reduction of the Ux and a
that
thy
days
may
be
long
upon
the
land
which
A well-known verse In Psalm xcll. now reads
message is very long, bnt in substance the lengtheningof hoars daring which saloons may
the
Lord
thy
God
giveth
thee."
•‘The days of our years are three score and ten,
Governor's objections are that ho thinks a keep oi>en. The Senate confirmedthe following
The followingare examples in which the
or even by reason of strength fonr-soore years,
Commissioners to arrangefor the
bill that seeks to take away from stock- norainationa:
yet is their pride but labor and sorrow, for It Is actual work of revision is distinctly seen:
slmi-cehtennlal celebration of the admission ot
Authorizedvers on, Genesis xxtl., 14: "In tho
holders any rights they already possess by Michiganinto the Union: Thomas D. Gilbert
gone and we fly away."
The Proverbs and Bong of Solomon are ar- mount of the Lord it shall be seen." Revised
virtue of lows in force at the time they of Grand Rapids, William A. Moore of Detroit.
ranged as poetry and trlningly interfered with. version : “In the mount of the Lord it shall be
helped organize the corporation,or gives to James Shearer of Bay City, B. T. Reed of CassA celebrated passage in Isaiah now reads: provided."
opolls, and Henry Chamberlain of Three Oaks.
any stockholder any rights over other stockAuthoiizedversion. Exodus xlv.. 20: “And it
"Aa one from whom men hide their face He was
In the House the following bills passed:To per
was a cloud and darkness to them, but It gave
holders in the same corporation that they feet title to village plat In Mount Pleasant; indespised, and we esteemed Him not."
The London Times, in a lengthy review ight by night to these." Revised: "And there
did not possess at the time of such organi- corporating the village of Frankfort, Benzie
was the cloud and the darkness,and gave it light
of the new revision,says:
zation, would be clearly nnconsiitutional. County ; detachingterritory from Portageand
by night."
attaching it to Adams township, Houghton
The work of the New Te&tamentCommittee AuthorizedveTslon, Job xxvlli.4: “The flood
After citing numerons authoritiesto prove County. The bill prohibiting the compact (or
continued until the antumn of 1880; that of the that bre&kethout from the inhabitant, even the
his positions,he closes with this paragraph: board) system of insurance oomi
ipanfes
Old TestamentCommittee until the close of waters forgotten of the foot, they arc dried up;
Ubled.
”1 believe thoroughly in the principle, and
1884. The whole Bible after these twelve years' they are gone away from men. Ileviscd : “He
A concubbkntresolution directing the State
labor appears in Its revised English versionat
unless this shall become a law, notwithbreakethopen 'shaft, away from where men sothis time before the people of Great Britain and
standing these objections,I shall in my re- Auditor to Investigate the claims of James Anjourn; they are forgotten of the foot that pa*sAmerica. This revision is now a fact of history. eth by; they hang afar from men; they swing
tiring message strongly urge that a law sim- derson for expensesand servicesIn raisinga
Those who have labored in the preparation of it
to and from."
ilar to this be enacted, bu to affect only
regiment of colored troops for service in the rehave carefully and conscientiously re-examined
Authorizedversion, Job xxxi., 35: ‘Behold
every verse, sentence, and word; they nowcomcorporations organizednnder it, and then bellion was adopted by the Senate on the 14th
my
desire is that the Almighty would answer
de onras.
mendittothe English-speaking world. That me." Revised: "Lo, here is my sign above; let
people who associate themselves together Inst. There was an interesting debate before a
it will meet unfavorable criticism— sometimes
Nicholas Carlovich de Giers is a descend- will have dne notice of the law nnder which large audiencein the Senate on the Ford bill to
the Almighty answer me."
severe, sometimes thoughtless, sometimes trom
restore caplul punishment.Senator Belknap,
Authorizedversion, Job xxvL, 18: “Peware ant of an old Finnish family, and was bom they are organized.”
the conservative and sometimes irom the proIn behalf of the Senate janitors and messengers,
lest He take thee away with His stroke." Re- in 1820. At the age of 18 he entered the
gressiveside— as a part of it has already met
e
vote
by
which
the
law
was
passed
The
presented Lieut. Gov. Battors with a fine goldvised : "Beware lest thou be led away with thy
snob criticism,they do not doubt. But they in
Foreign
Office
at
St.
Fetersbnrg,
and
rose
was reconsidered and tho bill tabled. It is headed cane. In the House the following bills
sufficiency."
trust It to the fnture, knowing that thet
Authorizedversion,
PsalmxiL, 5: I will set from step to step in his position under the very strongly hinted by the friends of the passed : Snspendlng for five yean the operawill live while the critics will ole, and wls:
him In safety from him that pnffeth at him." Government.He thus became acquainted measure that when the signs are right the tion of section 5478, HowelL relative to a specific
only that tbelr labors may contributein this
tax on gold, allver, and lead ores; amending
Revised: "I will set him in safety at whom with every detail in the department,
it, and to
generation or the coming ones to make the
bill can and will be passed over the veto,
section 9651, Howell, relativeto the inthey mock."
Scripturesdearer in their true meaning to all
Authorizedversion, Psalm IxvUL, 4: “Extol this thorough trainingis to be ascribed his but if so it will be the first instance of the spection of jails; providing fot the
men of the Englishrace.
him that rldeth upon the heavens." Revised: great success as a diiplomatistand states- passage of a bill over a veto in Michigan in annual publication of the State manual
The Bible appearsbound with the New TestaThe bill for minority representationin joint"Cast np a highway for him that rldeth through man. In 1848 and ’49 he acted as political
ment The preface opens with a statement of the
the last decade, at least
stock companies was passed over the Governor's
deserts." •
agent for Russia during the Hungarian injreneral
principles on which the revision has
feno.
_________
veto
by a vote of 72 to 18. nineteen Republicans
ELECTION AND REGISTRATION LAWS.
-..Mr
Authorizedversion, Psalm IxvllL,19: “Blessed
been conducted. The revisers have borne in be tho Lord who daily loadeth us with benefits." surrection,and was fora greater part of the
The
Senate spent nearly the whole day, changing to the affirmative. The Senate resolnmind their dnty not to make a new translation, Revised : “Blessed be the Lord who dally bear- time upon the scene of conflict. In 1858 he
tion extending
‘ igth<
the time tor completingthe Maron the 6th. in tne consideration of bills for quette, Houghton,and Ontonagon Railroad,
bnt revise that already existing, and have deeth onr burdens.”
was
made
Consul
General
to
Egypt,
and
parted from it only where it disagreedwith the
a general remodeling of the registration which bad been defeatedsome days previously,
Authorizedversion, Psalm IxvllL,30: "Rebnke
translators of 1611 upon the meaning of a word
subsequently was sent to Bucharest, owing and election laws. The bills have been wm taken trom the House table and passed.
the company of spearmen."Revised: "Rebuke
or sentence. The terms of natural history are
to the
In 1872 he gotten up by a special committee on elec- While its opponentawere resting on their
ie Turkish complications.
the wild beasts of the reeds."
only changed where it la certainthat the auAuthorized version,Psalm IxxxviL, 7: "As represented Russia at Teheran, Persia, and tion laws, with Senator Belknap as chair- laurels, the friends of the road bad been quietly
thorized version is incorrectWhere it is doubtworking, and came ont ahead. The bill to inwell the singers as the players on Instruments from thence was commissioned as Ambasfnl or there is an alternative,the rendering ia
man, and after a long and carefulstudy of crease the universitytax to one-tenth of a mill
shall be there; all my springs are in thee." Regiven in the margin. In some words of vised: "As well the singers as they that dance; sador to Stockholm. He served as Director the whole subject The discussionand was lost after a hot debate. Bills laid on the
frequent occurrence, the authorizedverof the AsiaticDeportment, one of the great- amendments made developed the fact that table: To regulate skating rinks, reqnirlng railmy fountains are In thee.”
sion being either Inadequate or in allAnthorized
roads to grade embankmentsback forty rods
version, Psalm oxli , 6: "And let est in the Russian service. In 1882 he was
no man or committee can make a bill so from the track.
consistent, ohanges have been introduced
Him
reprove me; it shall be an excellent oil elevatedto the position of Ministerof
wlthasmnch uniformityas practicable; for in- which shall not break my head." Revised:
good that other men will not pick flaws in
The bill for the compulsory reformatoryedustance, “Tabernacleof the congregation"has
"And let Him reproveme; it shall be oil upon Foreign Affairs.
it and insist upon amendments to it This
cation of Juvenile disorderly persons was passed
everywhere been changed to "Tent of meeting.”
the head; let not my head refuse it."
reminds us of the petulant legislator who by the Senate May IS. Tne minority stockholdIn regard to the word "Jehovah” the usage of
Authorized version, Isaiah xl.,3: "The voice
The Plymouth Epidemic.
objected to amendmentsto his till, saying: ers' bill was received from the House, having
the anthorizedversion is followed, the revisers
of him that crieth in toe wilderness, Prepare ye
not thinking it advisable to insert it uniformly
If the
th ten commandmentswere under con- been passed over the Governor'sveto, and was
the way of the Lord." Revised: “The voice of
[Wilkcsborre(Pa.) dispatch.]
in place of “Lord" or "God," which, when printlaid upon the table for future action. The Sencrieth, Prepareye in the wilderness the way
The new hospitalat Plymouth for the re- sideration here to-day, some fool wonld ate concurred in the action of the House in
ed in small capitals, represent the words sub- one
of the Lord."
jump up and try to amend them." After amending the joint resolution exstitutodby Jewish onstom
to: for the ineffable
Psalms 1L, 12: "Kiss the Son, remains, and ception of patients afflicted with the fever
name. Of technicalterms from the Hebrew, references
the oills had been seriouslyamended they tending tho time for the completo entirely different versions are givone in three seems to have been generally Introen In the margin. Similarly in Genesis xlix., 10: was formally opened thia morning. Only were re-referredto the committee and will tion of the Marqnette,Houghton and
<luoed. The word "grove" (Jndses vt, 28) has
"Until Shiloh came," is kept, but “Till he came
come bock in dne time for farther action Ontonagon Railroad, provided ten miles are
been replaced by “ashers^"with Its 'plurals, to Shiloh" is noted as an alternative.In all tHose who have no homes will be admitted.
bnilt by July 1, 1886. Later m tho day the Gov" and “asherotb."
Medical attendance and nurses will be free. and possibly more amendments.
ernor approved the resolution.The Governor
these cases, as in many o.hers, there seems to
In the poetical books "sheol" replaces ‘‘hell,"
MORE
APPROPRIATIONS.
noted to the Senate bis approvalof the followhave been a strong minority among the revis- On Gaylord avenue there are eighteen famwhich has been changed Jn the grow passagesto ers. which held ont lor the alternative readings, ilies that must be kept in food and mediThe House on the 6th passed bills ap- ing acts: To provide for aasignlng errors on
“sheol' 'In the and succeeded In puttingthem In the mr rgin,
charges to juries in civil or criminal oases;
margin. “Of these leadings, hell," says the which contains most of tho scholarship of toe cme. AH the members are down with fe- propriating$700 for repairingwalks at the amending section 83x2. Howell,relative to mepreface, "if it oonld be taken in its original
ver. It costs $40 a day to keep these familiei State Normal School; appropriating $120,- diae les' liens;detachinglands from Portage, ia
revision.The first verse w both the authorized
sense, as need In the creeds,would be a fairly
HoughtonC onnty, and attaching the same to
versions is the same. The first alteration oc- alone. There are about eighty other cases 425 for the institation for educatingthe
adequate equivalentfor the Hebrew word, bnt
Frankfort.In the House,
curt in the second verse, where, instead of "The of families receiving aid from the relief deaf and dnmb for 1885 and 1886; appro- Adams;- incorporating
it Is so commonly understood as the place of
earth was without form and void," we read, 6ommittee. There were two deaths yester- priating $5,000 for celebrating the semitorment that to employ it freqnently wonld lead
"And the earth was waste and void."
centennialof Michigan’sadmixsion into
to Inevitable mlsanoerstandlng. In iMlab. xlv.,
The text of the story of the oreation is with- day and thirteennew cases.
where "hell" is used in more of its original out
the Union, and on the 7th the Senate passed every place propoeltlonsfor donations were
other striking variations. The same may be
sense, the revisers have left "beU" in the text,
said of the descriptionof the fail and the guarding Cyrus H. McCormick’s time. the Honse bill appropriating $65,000 for submitted. Th*? committee was of th'- opinion
putt ng "sheol'’in the margin.
that the necessityfor the home was great.
flood. In the ten commandments are some
the enrrent expensesof the State Normal
“Abaddon,” which has hlthei
itherto been known verbal alterations,the most striking being that
‘ available.
Dearborn Arsenal w»s not at present
[Chicago telegram]
to English readers of the Bible only from the
School for 1885 and 1886.
The donations at different nlaoes were from
toe sixth : "Thou shall not kUl" (Exodna xx.,
A story is current to the effect that foz
New Testament(Revelation lx., 2), has been of
sixty to five hundred acres of land. A bill was
18) becomes "Thou shalt do no mnrder."
introduced in three passages-once in Job and
Deuteronomy,chap. xxxiL, verse 8: "They &e past year the grave of Cyrus H. McCorBoth houses adopted very neat retoln- passed establishingschool districtboundaries
twice in Proverbs.
in Rich and Leaper Townships. To the Honse
have corrupted themselves; their spot is not
tions on receipt
ceipt of the
tht news that President the Governor noted his approval of the folThe term "meat offering’ has been changed
the spot of his children."Revised : They hare mick, the deceased millionaire,has been
Into "meal offering,”the former term having
Cleveland
had
appointed
Hon.
George
V.
lowing acts: Amending section 9693, Howell,
corruptedthemselves; they are not hit chit
carefullyguarded for fear that a repetition
ceased to be the generic name for all food.
N. Lothrop Minister to Russia, and adopted relative to inquests; providing for opendren; It is their blemish."
of the Stewart grave robbery case might ocA new plural -pcoples-has been Introduced,
ing and Improving streets and alleys in
them unanimously by rising votes.
although sometimesthis becomes Gentiles
Detroit; requiring bills of particulars of decur. It ia alleged that an old family servant,
Both
houses
also
took
a
ha
^rhen the contrast to the chosen people is
mands of parties to civil salts; making it a misVictor Hugo, with his family, has re- Mike Allen, stood guard for some time, till
Mra
marked.
i
All headingsof chapters have bsen dropped, tired to his seat on the Island of Guernsey death relieved him, and that now
-as In the revised New Testament,and the text for the summer.
O’Rourke watches the place. During ‘the
appointment of visitors to Stole institutions;
amending sections 442 and 443, 1871,
late strike, it is averred, the guard
^
iSf for
doubled. The mousoleum will soon be put BPok® in RepresentativeHall for twenty the
the margin for convenienceof reference.By
The wife of Assistant Se r jtary of the
this means the rerisershave been enabled to Treasury Fairchild is a
Horatio in position and the necessity for the watch min,ltei on woman finffrt8e* Observer.
rto^m“,andPaidmXULto Seymour.
wiU be
ftsiSof school inspectoral
,
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by Rev. Abel H. Huizenga from
John Hopkins University in Baltimore.
giish

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
WILLIAM

Saiurday, May
List of

letters

All are cnrdlwllyuivitevi.

ROGERS, Editor.

H.

Hope Reformed Church— Services at
10:80 a. m., and

1885.

23,

office at Holland, Mich., May 21, 1885:

Vernon Urown, Mrs. Henry Arndt, Henry
Beard, Samuel Coulthard,Mrs. Mary J.
Helen, Mrs. G. R. Morrison.

-

:80 p.

m.

Sunday school

at 12 m. Rev. Thomas Walker Jones,
Pastor. Subjects: Morning, “The righteous parentage of John the Bap ist;.”
Evening, “Herod beheading the honored
prisoner.” Congregationalsinging. Opening anthems by the choir. ‘ Weekly
praise and prayer meeting Thursday at
7:30 p. m. All are welcome.

remaining in the post-

Wm. Veubeek, P. M.
-<•»- —
Mariued:— At Grand Rapids, on Tuesday, the 12lh inst., by Rev. Coolbaugh,
minister o*f Grace Episcopal Church, of

7

Third Reformed Church— Rev.

—

droek, Pastor. Services

2

p.

m.

{).

and

at 0:30 a. m.,

Sunday School at 8:45

hDrain

Notice.

etvpn, *h«t I, Wllilnm W I ft on
l»vrni*bl|> Oralu ComraWlunerof the io-*nthij>
of
Ulendon In the connty of Ottawa, will, on the 85th
day of May. 1885 at the house of John Mapee, Jn
said township, at ten o'clocK In the forenoon, meet
parties for the purposeof letting contracts for the
construction or a drain In said fowushlp known ns
Bass River Drain, commencingat a uolnt 88 1-5
rods south of the X post on the east line of Sec.
18, T. 6, N. R. 14 West and runs first. South,
deg. West. 44X rods; second. South 80 deg.. West.
t88-5 rods; third North 67 dec. West 81 1-5 rods;
fourth, S<inth 88 deg., West 72 rods; fifth.North
86 deg.. West 46 4-5 rods; sixth, South 83 deg.,
West, 41 1 5 rode; seventh, North 78 V deg.. East
&) 4-5 rods; eight, North, 43% dug , West. 613 5
rdd«: ninth, North. 66 deg.. West 56 rods; tenth,
North, 58% deg.. West, 43% rods; eleventh. North,
3Jdeg.. West. 89% rods; twelfth. North. 44 den..
West, *2% rods; thirteenth. North, 49% deg.,
West, 32 2-5 rods, to a point 12 feet west of the section lind betweensections 2 and II; thence west
parallelwith section line, 617 rods, along the center of an old drain, to a point where it turns north.
Said drain is to be 4 feet In width on the bottom
and slope of sides at an angle of 45 degrees. And
that I will then and there proceed to let contracts
for the construction of the same by sections aa I
have apportioned and divided the ’same, and that
such contracts will be' let to the per|ons who will
do the work according to the specificationsthereof
made by me, aud now remainingIn my oflke, for
the least sum of money, and who will give adequate security for the performance of the same
within each time as shah he. specified in such
contracts respectively,the undersigned reserving
the right to reject any and all bids. Notice is aitn
hereby given that at the time and place of said
lettingof contracts, the assessmentof benefits
made by me will be subject to review.
Dated this 7m day of May. A. D. 1885.
Notice

p. m.

Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:30.

THE MODERN MECCA OF RECREATION!

'

To which Millions make a Yearly Pilgrimage.

THE CROWNED KING OF WONDERLAND
-WILL EXHIBIT
JHBIT AT-

HOLLAND,
Afternoon and Evening-1 and

yon visit or leave New York City, save
Baggage. Kxpressage.and Carriage hire and stop
ut the Grand Union Hotel, opposite Grand Central Depot.
Elegant rooms fitted np at a cost of one million
dollars,reduced to one dollar and upwards per day
on European plan. Restaurantsupplied with the
best. Horse car, stages, and elevated railroad to
all depots. Families can live better for less
money at the Grand Union hotel than at anv other
first-class hotel in the
iS-ly

U

Talk

about your town; write about

it;

improve it; patronizethe mer-

chants; advertise in its newspapers;pay

your taxes without grumbling; be cour-

come among us;
opportunity to speak a good

teous to strangers that
never let an

word about

it

pass;

ing good to say about

remember

it,

that every dollar

Greater, Grander and Richer than any other Exhibition on Earth.

STERLING AND NOVEL ACTS

15

lathe Circa Blest ad on an cnoraont ELEVATED

BUIE, by

SHERWIN - WILLIAMS

-

IP-A-IHSTTS __

as

CHEAPER THAN EVER BEFORE

square feet,

order

in

get even

to

Holland, May

1885.

14.

Ranters has

L. T.

SuM:

ILM,

gallon mil cover 275

exits, and that they are

tiro

THE MEXICAN EXHIBITION

!

a

its

ietuil

'

&C9S03 cl

wm

II

Life, etc.

ELEP2MI ALIVE,

LA&SEST

Ixpc&u, $3,600 PZ3 DAT, rib

or

ihl&o.

be all ’round. Take our advise

to

young men and don’t enter into any other
than the newspaper business. There’s
nothing pleasanter, and if it’s friends(?)
there's no business quite

-

know.”

HORNS.
LIVING TWO HEADED COW! | 42 MOUTHS.
MAGNIFICENT!! SUPERB!!!
KREMEAS & BANGS’ STUPENDOUS!
ADMISSION, 50 cents CHILDREN UNDER
DRUG STORE.
Also will exhibit at
Fbr information and

illuf

rated sample b<>ok,

cail ut

9, HALF PRICE.

Holland. Mich.. May

herebv given that the Board R
of Education of the City of Holland w ill
receive applicationsfor teaching in the
Public Schools of the City of Holland,
until 7 o’clock p. m. on the first day of
June, A. D.
C. J. De Roo,
Sect

e(

M

13.

1885.

&Cn RLG AUDI'S.

A.

II.

;

1

June 2.

For Sale.

railroad exlends
officials

1885.

tour of Inspection, one of the officials said

Save Fuel.

to a representativeof the Muskegon News:

CLOTHING!

i ni

U«il

l«

Holland,

-

CLOTHING!

Michigan.

To the trade In Holland and vicinitywe desire to
that we will mann|acture and deliver »!1
grades of cinrs. and Invite the attention of the
public to onr new brand,

have opened a shop In Kulte’e old meat market for
the manufactureand repair of all kinds of

wy

“HolM

CLOTHING

!

SHEET METAL W0RK
from a

Our ClothingStore

Heicomers,’’

Next

to

T80DSHS, CONDUCTORS,
CHIMNEY AND WINDOW CAPS,

legan to Holland,

and then leasing the

use of the track from Holland to Muske-

gon and Holland to Grand Rapids. Rue/
a proposition is

being considered. At ill

/

DYSPEPSIA.^ F1.

15.21

nervexu
excitement, excess or imprudence in eat’ Sedentary habits, mental worry,

^dvertiscnmitsi.

avent* our objective point Is Muskegon,

we can we cur way

HOLLAND-SAUGATIICK-CHICAGO

--Leavg

STEAMBOAT LINE

-

clear.” /

Kew

and

!

Commodions

your ice orders wiih
K.

Kanters &

Sons.

Prop.

A. B. TAYLOR,

R< T. ROGERS, Maater.
''jJjjM?® Holland at 2 p. m., on SUNDAY.
Last Fridiy J. Ziellow, one of our fish- TUESDAY and THURSDAY, for 8ancatu>k and
Chicago. Returning, will leave O'Connor’s dock,
ermen, was iilliug his nets in a westerly north end Rueh-st bridge at 8 p. m.
direction from Muskegon in over 100 feet
Fare, $2.00. Round Trip, $3.50.
of water, and to bis horror he found a
CHAS. E. BIRD. Clerk.
human skull entangled In one of the nets.
Alter disentangling the ghastly find it was,
Sale.
found lo he a well preserved skull witjf
Default having been made In the conditions of a
• all the flesh gone and had the appearunte
mortgage,executed by Mart O. Ford to Daniel
of having been* in the water for a nuniber
Pralt. dateu the eighth day of July, A. D. 1873,
of years as part of the bones were/quite and duly recorded on the fourteenthday of September,
A. D. 1874, in the office of the Register of
soft. Alter examining it closely /It was
for Ottawa county, State of Michigan, In
thrown over board again. It was not the deeds
Liber No. 1, of mortgages, on pages and 221.
kind of fish they were in pursuit of. ... . And the said Daniel Pratt having since died tesCounty Treasurer Hyma has purchased tate. and Daniel Pratt and Charles Pratt, sous of
said deceased, having been duly appointedthe ex80 acres of land near this city and will beecutors of hts last will and testament,as well as
come a farmer and fruitgrower.He In- being the residnary legatees named in said will,
tends moving bis family to the farm short- an authenticated copy of which said will and the
ly. ...An election was held on Friday to probate thereofwas recorded in the Register’s
office, aforesaid,May ninth, 1885, on which mortdetermine whether the city will pay off gage there is rlalmedto be due at the date hereof,
the railroad bonds next year by one assess- the amount of five hundred and seventy-ninedolment or bosd the city for a term of years lar and eighty cents: Notice is hereby given that
said mortgage will be foreclosed by a sale at puband pay off the Indebtednessby install- lic vendue of the mortgaged premises thereinde“ents ..... Our people were greatly disap- scribed, to wit: All that tract or parcel of land,
pointed by the M. & O. officials last week situate in the State of Michigan, in the county of
Ottawa,in said State, and describedas follows,

Grand Haven.

x

Mortgage

Wednesday.

A

committee had made

elaborate arrangementsfor their reception.
A banquet was to be given lo their honor
at the Cutler House and boats had been
hired for the purpose of showing them the
harbor. The special trabi bearing tie distinguished party arrived iu due time and
passed on to Muskegon leaving us in the

lurch.
-—'

“Q”

.

»ms v
Church Item
with the Services for
To-morrow.^^^^H
First Reformed Church, services at
9:30 a. in., and 2 p. m. Bunday School
8:80. Weekly prayer meeting with the
Third Reformed Church, on Thursday,

N. M. Steffens will occuthe pulpit. Subjects:Morning,

at 7:80. Rev.

py

“The character of the Apostolic Church.”
Afternoon, “Working out our own salvation with fear and trembling.”In the
evening a sermon will be preached in En-

M

Mi

to-wit: all of lot four that lies on the north aide of
the Detroit and Milwaukee railroad,in Section 14,
Township eighth north of Range 16 west, and also
that part of the east half of the northeastquarter
of said section which lies south of the stale road,
conuinlng about thirty-flveacres of land; also all
that Dart of lot number four, south of the Detroit
and Milwaukee railroad, in Section fourteen in
township eight, north of range sixteen west, containing one and a half acres of land, in said county
of Ottawa, at the front door of the court house of
said Ottawa county, In the city of Grand Haven,
on the seveuteeuthday of August, next, ut two
o clock in the afternoon, to pay the sum duo on
said mortgagewith Interestand costs.
Dated May twenty-second. A. D. 1885.

„

DANIEL PRATT,

CHARLES PRATT,

• Executors and ResiduaryLegatees as aforttaid.
R. vv. Duncan, A Honey.

„

Business Lot.

Without exceptionthe finest location in the
city will be sold at a sactiflce, present owner haying no further use for it. Lot locatedon southwest corner of Eighth and River streets.
Holland, Mich., Jan

KLEIN,
1885.
J. R.

. 89,

62-tf

Bin

D, fumes, mm

m

sms,

etc,

put up, removed or repaired.

PROPRIETOR.

ing or drinking,and various other causes.

!

if

!

n whist le to a rmoke stack.

Meyer, Brouwer & Co.

1885.

yon.

ti

now open.

is

Sonth River Street. EAVES

Not 22

TRY THEM!

will pay

i Mlii

RIVER STREET,

You may be indifferent on this subject
the most favor- just now, but wait until next January
able point to reach on account of its har- comes around and you’ll be sorry to hwve
bor and lumber business, and we would neglected to use buildingpaper under the Which we expect will meet with the tncccss it
merits in this vicinity.
sidings of that new buildingof yours. It
also like to reach Grand Rapids, but just
costs next to nothing either in labor or
how this is to be done is all conjectureas material and pays for it«elf in saving of
SCHREGARDUS & POSTMA,
Holland, Mich., Feb. 26.
4-3m
yet, but that we will have to reach out to fuel the first winter. R. Ranters & Sons
the water board with our road is a setiled carry the plain and taned In stock and infact. It may all end in our buying the vite builders to call and get prices. It
as

Chicago and West Michigan R’y from Al-

Muskegon, Tuesday,

SCHREGAROUS & POSTMA.

nil

A Foundry and Finishing shop Cheap
on reasonable terms. Inquire of
W. H. Demmijcg,
of that road are anxious to extend the
Holland,
March,
5,
5-3m
line to the water board. On their recent

“Muskegon strikes us

Grand Rapids, Monday, June

PO-TMA.

ary.

—

The Michigan & Ohio

HEADS.

1885.

€qunl to it. We’ve tried it and we ought

from Toledo to Allegan, and the

feet in the Air.

2

is

15-3t
-

THE HORSE BLONDINirope 20

any in the market.

4 EYES.

Notice.
Notice

That walks a Tight-

SUPERIOR PAIUT,

.15-31

rented his store late-

*5-2t
-

to

-

Celebrities, Kuller-Skaters,
Bicyclistsand Celling- W&Uers.

ly occupied by A. F. Slooter to G. W.
your business. On the other hand, if you Frink. There is some stationery,notions,
don’t puff him he gets mad and says your etc., which will be sold at a big sacrifice.
For further information, inquire of
paper don’t amount to a "cuss,” and the
L. T. Ranters.
sooner you are run out of town the better

make

i!1

Greatest Living Bare-back Riders,

cw»

y^u invest in a

they maf blacken your character or injure

to

proUgiwi porloratccos.
The tcpreaDly

be raised fifteen cents.

hornets and

you wish

mrj Natm

Gymnasts, Acrobats,Athletes, Wrestlers.
Tumblers, Leap -rs auil Grotesque Cir-

dloticcs.

will not leave a stone unturned whereby

it will

In

ate being *o!d

statement to every person indebted to
them of the amount each is owing and
An exchange says “there is nothlne hope that it will result in a speedy sett!'ment as the co-partnership will be disquite so nice as running a newspaper.If
solved by the middle of June next.
you puff a man, that man’s enemies get
De Kraker & Dok,

mad

of

•v'.

-

your taxes will

Tie CliicfClaipioi

12-GENUINE BEDOUIN ARAB3-12

permanent improvement is that much
Notice.
On account of the intended removal
money at interest;never “kick” against
any proposednecessary improvementbe- from this city of one member of the firm
of Oe Kraker & Dok at Holland, Mich., We guarantee that a
cause it is not near your own door, or for
said firm gives notice that they will send a
fear

-

COMPRISING

WONDERS,

OF

only that the

city.

say nothing bad;

j

-

AND

CONGRESS

-

NOTHING NEW!

you think of noth-

if

m.

CONSOLIDATION.

-

When

help to

p.

HOLOSSAL CIRCUS

IMPORTANT.

exact damage done.

7

COLE’S

W. W.

.

Charles Reynold's large barn was also George, Pastor. Services at 10:30 a m.,
burned on Friday night. The loss Is and 7:30 p.m. Sunday school at 12 m.
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:30.
about $800; insurance $400. Thousands
Morning, “The open windows.” Evening,
of dollars worth of timber has been deThe eleventh hour.”
stroyed. It is impossible to estimate the

Junej3

Wednesday,

Subjects: Morning, “The Holy Spirit,
the powerful agent in the upbuildingof
Uollaud, at the residenceof the bride’s the Eiogdom of God.” Afternoon,
brother, Frank E. Whitaker, Esq., Mr. “Faith and the Christian life,” a preparatory sermon.
Nicholas Mohr, of Holland, to Miss Nettie
First Church, Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.—
Whitaker, of Portland, lud.
Services
at 9:30 a. m., and 2 p. m. Sun.....
day school at 3:45. Subjects: Morning,
Last Saturday and Sunday for rest fires
“The outpouring of the Holy Spirit.”
raged fiercely In northern and western Afternoon, “ Pentecostal preaching.”
Michigan. At Johnsvillethe structure Evening, ‘‘The great image of the dream
known n« the Tate house was burned and of Nebuchadnezzar.”
Holland Christian Ref. Church— Serit was only by a united efiort on the pail
vices at 9:30 a. m., 2:00 and 7 p. m.
of the citizensthat a more serious conflaProf. G. Boers, of Grand Rapids will
WILLIAM WILSON,
gration was averted as there are several occupy the pulpit.
Township Drain Commissionerof the Township of
buildingsnear this burned house. Mr,
Bleudon.
Methodist Episcopal Church— Rev. T. T.

’

mm

W*

fZW.

Induce Constipation followed by general
derangement of the liver, kidneys, and
stomach,in which the disorder of each
oigan increases the infirmity of the others.
• The immediate results are Loss of Appetite, Nausea, Foul Breath, Heartburn, Flatulence, Dizziness,Sick Headaches, failure
of physical and mental vigor, distressing
sense of weightand fullness In tho stomach,
and IncreasedCostiveness,all of which are
known under one head as Dyspepsia.
• In every instancewhere this disease does
not originate from scrofulous taint In the
blood, Ayer’s Film may be confidently
relied upon to effect a cure. Those cases
not amenable to the curativeInfluenceof
Ayer’s Pills alone will certainly yield if
the Pills are aided by the powerful bloodpurifyingpropertiesof Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.
Dyspeptics should know that the longer
treatment of their malady is postponed,
the more difficultof cure it becomes.

CLOTHES WRINGERS REPAIRED
Mr.

holic stimulants, Is inevitablyfollowed
by reaction that leaves tho organ weaker
than
^

before.
1.

* ,nduced by ®y sedentary
nabtu of life,bocamo chronic;Atib’s Pill*
affordedme speedy relief. Their occasionaluao
has since kept me ail right." Hbbxaxx BbinuBorr, Newark, Ji. J.
I "I waa induced to try Athr’s Pills as a
remedy for Indigestion, Constipation, and
Headache,from which I had long been a sufferer. I found their action easy, and obtained
prompt relief. They have benefited me more
than all the medicines ever before tried."
Watson, U2 State St., Chicago, Ut.

M.V.

1 "They have entirely corrected tho costive
hsblt, and vastlyImproved my general health.”
Rav. Francis B. Harlowe, Atlanta, Ga.
"The most effectiveand the easiest physic I
have over found. One dose will quickly move
my bowels and free my head from pain.” W. L
Page, Richmond, Va.

"A suffererfrom Liver Complaint, Dyspepsia, and Neuralgia for the last twenty
years, Ayer’s Pills have benefitedmo more
than any medicine I have ever taken.” P. R,
Rogers, Ktedmore, Brovin Co., Ind.
jl"For Dyspepsiathey are Invaluable." J. T.

AYER'S PILLS,
Dr. J.

PREPARED BY
C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Mass.
Sold by

all

A.

ROOST

MMg!

employed as clerk in the store and will Tin, Slats ul
welcome nil his old friends uud customSteam Fitting ui Pliiiag
ers und the public generally.
is

and See Our Stock.

Call Early

Holland, Mich.,

&

L.

!

Will make eatitnatesto fit up houses for hot and
cold water, stationary wash tubs, bath tubs, wash
stands and water closets.Drive wells put down
aud removed and pnmps repaired.

VAN LANDBGEND & KERKHOF.
April 22, 1885. 12-8m

SPRUSTG

Ayer’s Pills
Never fail to relieve the bowels and promote their healthfuland regular action,
and thus cure Dyspepsia. Temporary
palliatives all do permanent harm. Tho
fitful activityInto which tho enfeebled
stomach is spurred by “bitters,” and alco-

JOHN

!

S.

Holland, Mich., April 23,

1885.

12tf.

STJMMEE,.

A.HTT)

VAN DEN BEEGE,

have just received a large and very fine assorted line of

Millinery

& Fancy Goods.

All are invited to come and see their selected stock.

Holland, Mich., May

6,

1885.

ATTENTION
Plug Tobacco.

Farmers and

Sold by

Woodsmen.

all

Grocers and To-

bacco Dealers.

Noted for

its

the Stave and Heading excellent chew, delicious flavor
Bolls you ean make and deliver tbe year and cheesy cut. This Tobacco
round, viz:
is manufactured of finest leaf,
Oak Stave Bolts, 30 inches long,

We

will

buy

all

White Ash Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.

purest sweetniug “everybody

Elm

chews Nimrod. Send

Slave Bolts, 88 inches long.
Black Ash Stave Bolls, 33 inches long.
Black Ash Heading Bolls 88 inches long
Basswood Heading Bolts, 88 inches long.
Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.

samples.

contracts or turther informationapply to Fixter’s Stave Factory.

Druggiits.
or to

ED. VER 6CUURE, Supt.
G. Van Putten & Sons* store. *

_

S.

For making

j

‘

Wl^ore

U

for

:

W. VENABLE A OO.

money than

Potwtaug V*

at

anyihlDg^else by

ukmg

ginnere ancceed grandly. None faff; Tenm* free.
Hallztt Book Co., Portland,
42 ly.

Maine.

.

ana about 100 bave been cared for by the
differentposts of the Grand Army of the
Republic. These men cannot be taken
IV. H. Rogers, Editor and Publisher.
care of irt tbe National Homes established
by the United Stales for two reasons:
Terms of Sabs crip Mon.
"First. The National Homes are alSl.ZO per yo ir if paid in adtanrt; $1 75 if
ready filled to their lull capacity,and
paid a' three months, and $2.00 if
second, the great majority of disabled solpaid at mx months.
diers and sailors, in Michigan are not
Bute* of ndvertlsln? made known on application. eligible to accommodation in t|ie National
Yeiiriy odvertisera have the privilege of three
Homes for the teainn that their disnhili
chamrc*.
Hnsinee* Cards in City Directory, not over three ties are not the result ot injury received
lir^a. f l per annum.
during the war. The duty of the State of
Notices of Births.Marriages,and Deaths pubMichigan to care for its distressed and
lished without charge for subscribers.
disabled soldiers is an imperativeone.
E**Ali advertising bills collectableauarterl
Every feeling of gratitude and hummrty
appeals to the State to take immediate
The Latest Song.
steps to cherish and protect our disabled
Oh. mamma, dear mamma, come home with me soldiers and sailorsin a comfortablemanner, not as public paupers, but as the honnow—
ored and respected wards of the State.
I wonder what papa will think!
Everywhere the committee has been, tbe
He'll meet you to-night with a frown on his brow,
sentiment of tbe people has been unaniFor Maying so long at the rink.
mously in favor of the establishment of a
No lamp has been lighted to night in the hall,
soldiers’ home. The committee haye been
’Tie dark and the baby’s awake,
attended at each place by officialsand
And— there! I was sure, dearest mu, you would
prominent citizens, and iu every instance
fall—
resolutions have been passed urging the
Borne night your poor neck you will break.
State to take immediate action toward proCome home, come home. 1
viding for our disabledveterans. In reOh mamma, dear mamma, come home.
gard to the feasibility of the Dearborn arsenal property for a soldiers’ home your
[omciAL.J
committee would respectfully report that
Common Oounoiiit is a matter of conjecture whether the
State could procure a donationof the proHollasd, Mich., May 19ih, 1883.
The Common Connellmet in regular session perty from the general government; but
the probabilities are that it may be oband was called to order by the mayor.
Members present: Mayor Ranters, Aldermen tained. Nevertheless, it would be some
Rose. Ter Vrec, Burgess, Ranters, De Roo, Bind, mouths before it could be positivelyknown
and the clerk.
whether tbe United States Government
Minutesof the last two meetingswere rend and would donate tbe property to the Sute.
approved.
Even if tbe pr -perty could be procured
Aid. Bangs appearedand took his scat.
tbe present condition would demand tbe
A. Klnveringa, J. G. Albers, and eleven others,
residents and tax-payers in this city, petitioned outlay of a large sum of money to put*it
that a streetlamp be placed on Pine street, be- in a suitable condition for tbe accommotween Thirteenth and Fourteenth street**, at the
bridge over the creek.— Accepted add refeircd to
the committeeon streetsand bridgeswith power
to act.
J. R. Kleyn petitioned as follows:

Ford opposed postponing

considcraiion

and urged immediate attentionto demands
which were pressing. He said, replying

Gentlemen:— Your committeeto whom was referred the purchasingof trees for the outside of
Lincoln Park, wonld say that it is too late in the
season, and would recommend waiting until next
fall or spring.— Adopted.
The committeeon poor reported, presenting the
semi-monthlyreport of the director of the poor
and said committee,recommending $23 for the
support of the poor for the two weeks ending
June fid, 1885- Adopted.
By com. on fire department—
Gentlemen:— Your committee to whom was re.
ferred the purchase of a steam whistle w ould respectfullyreport that they have purchaseda No. 2
mocking bird whistle of R. Ranters & Sons for
$35, and would recommend payment of same.—
Adopted a warrant ordered on the city treasurer
for the money.
By com. on public buildings and property—
Gentlemen:—Your committee to whom was referred the carpeting of the Council rooms, would
respectfullyreport that we have Investigated,and
And that matting suitable for the purpose can be
bought lor from 45 cents to $1.25 per yard.-Referred back to the committee to report back w Ith
a recommendation.

YATES&fcANE.

Mr. Holman,

to

that the 4G1 soldiers in the

poor houses of the stale weie clamming
lor the bill more than any town. Dr
Howell said the

bill ought to pass at once,

and consequentlybe considered

now.

Mr.

Cannon hoped that consideration of the
bill would be postponed. Tbe bill was
then informallypassed by a close vote.
It was evident from tbe spirit manifested
that there is a contest between this bill

and tbe bounty grab
Iftil, it

The

;

home

POWDER TO-DAT!

Second

Brands advert! Md aa absolutely pure

CQBTTAxar AaacagQEffXA.
THK TESTS

A. B. B
I

miserable by that
is the remedv lor

Shiloh’s

terriblo

Hand

Store!

OSMAN, Proprietor.

down on a but stove until heated then
ane,,• A ehoinut wiu not be re

^uind to detect the pmenoe ot ammonia.

yon.

have opened a Burond Hand Store and will btty
and sell mII second hand articles, mch as

FURNITURE

CATARRH CURED, health and sweat breath
secured by Shiloh’s Catarrh Remedy. Price 50
Kane' I'08ul lDJCCtor frec- For sale by Yates &

STOVES.
ETO.

Vjrc.

ETC.

It Will Cure You.
I have some very fine cdodn on hand now which
will he sold at nvtonDhfnglvlow Azures, rfhen
you desires new lot of furniture or a stove give
me n call and nee if I. have not got somethingthat
you want and I will

GOLDEN SEAL BITTERS are Hie
great blood purlfyer,liver and kidney
remedy and life giving principle,a perfect
renovator and invigoratorof the system
carrying away all poisonous matter ana

SAVE YOU MONEY!

restoringthe blood to a healthy condition,
enriching it, retreshing and invigoiating
both mind and body. They are easy of
administration, prompt iu their action,
certain in their results, soft and reliable
in nil forms of disease. Every moment of
our lives every part of our bodies, is wearing out and is being built up anew. This
work is accomplished by the blood. The
blood pure makes the entire circuit of
DOES NOT CONTAIN AMMONIA.
the body every seven minutes. But if it tTS HULTIinUESSHAS NEVER BEEN QIMTIOXtB.
becomes weak or vitiated and does not
In a million homos for a quutler of a century U baa
and have

I

am also manufacturing

Tiiuiil Slcei

perform

its Work

properly the system is

actually poisoned by the worn-out matter
clogging the vital orgaus instead of leaving the body. Cleanse the blood whenever you find its impurities burstiug
through the skin in pimples, eruptions,
sores, etc. Keep the liver in order, the
blood pure health of the system will follow. Sold by H.
14-4

Walsh.

THE TESTJFJHE OVEH.

PRICE BAKING POWDER

CO.,

MAKERS OF

MAKE MONEY
A.

Dr. Price's Special Fiaioriiii EHracts,
Til*

Ilrongnt, moil dt lieloui and natur.

I

Holland. Midi., May

Hoiiand
Chicago.

-

Robust Health
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47, 2

10 65 New Richmond 2 87
05 11 45 ..Gd. Junction. 2 05
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00 1 80 .BentonHarbor. 12 88
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80j

6
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to

4 31
8 50
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2 80
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1 15
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m.

Rapids.

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla
omuffr

p.m.

23 3 95 t5 no
8 15 5 11
3 35 5 31
3 48 5 44
II 15 4 05 6 (X)
10

.Holland...

...

t0

Holland.

in

p.m p m.

10 1 12 10 43
10 88
...Hndsonvllle; 9 45
10 04
... Grandville ..
9 32
9 52
..Grand Rapids. 9 15 12 25 +9 35
p.m. p.m. a. m.
a. m. p. m. p.m.
10

.. .Zeeland....

to

10

0-2

EXTRACTS
MOST PERFECT MADE
Purest and strongestNatural Fruit Flavors.

CUICAOO.

PRICE BAKING POWDER CO.,
bt. LOUIS.

MUSKEGON BRANCH.
From Holland

-

p.m. a.

00 10 2(1 +5 30
3 25 10 40 5 57
3 15 10 48 6 07
4 00 11 05 6 80
4 05 11 13 6 40
4 4n 11 55 7 20
3

p.

to
A,,W-

9 40
9 17
9 07
8 50
8 40
t8 02

a.m

BILLY’S TONSORIAL PABLORS
you can get a

ALLEGAN BRANCH.

10
10
lu
10
11

be called up

a.m.

and by yea and nay vote and members pul

Holland.

A Good Clean Shave.!

p.m. a. m.

10 ...Holland .....
25 ....Fillmore.,..
81 ...Hamilton....
44 .... Donning. ...
05

of

Cures

*

5
4
4
4
4

10
55
45
35
15

10
9
9
9
9

10
50
42
.'«)

05

the past forty years, are attested,and there
is no blood disease, at all possible of cure,
that will not yield to it. Whatever the
aliments of this class,and wherever found,
from the scurvy of the Arctic circle to the
“veldt-sores”of South Africa, this remedy has afforded health to too sufferers
by
it was employed. Druggists'
everywhere can cite numerous cases, wlth-i
in their personal knowledge,of remarkable cures wrought by It, where all other

whom

*

From Allegan to

a.m.

Myriads

Achieved by Aykr’b Sarsaparilla, in

m. p.m p.m.

V

From Holland

cleanse the system of Scrofulous and
Mercurial impuritiesand the pollution
of Contagious Disease*. It also neutralizes the poisons left by Diphtheria
and Scarlet Fever, and enables rapid
recuperationfrom the enfeeblement and
debility caused by these diseases.

t0 Holland.

....Holland. ... 1 10 3 00
...West Olivo...
2
...Johnsvilie....
2 27
..Grand Haven. 12 23 2 05
.............
...Ferryshnrg .. 12 20 2 00
...Mustcgou!
iskcgou.... 11 55 1 20

m.

a.

Is the only remedy that can be relied upon,
in all cases, to eradicate tho talntof hereditary diseaseand the special corruptions
of the blood. It is the only alterative
that is sufficientlypowerful to thoroughly

[

From Muskegon

Muskegon.
m am.

blood may bo secretly underminingthe
constitution.In time, the poison will cer*
tainly show its effects, and with all the moro
virufcncotho longer It has been allowed
to permeate tho system. Each pimple,sty.
boll, skin disorderand sense or unnatural
lassitude, or languor, is one of Nature's
warnings of tho consequences ol neglect.

FLAVMIMS

From Gd. Rapids
a.

Is not always enjoyed by thoso who
to possess It. Tno taint of corru,

SPECIAL

wceuL

„ GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.
rom Holland
Grand
p. m p.m. a. ra.
I*

8T. LOUIS.

ty.PRIC£$

TOWNS.

B BUSMAN,

1883.

14.

Gems

FOR SALE BY GROCERS.

CHICAGO.

I

Suer known, and

For Light, llenlthyBread. Thn Beat Dry IKp
Yeant in the World.

i

lilffll

a largo asxonmentnow on hand. Call
and make your purchaser of mi and

stood the ronxumeri' reliable test,

Dr. Price's Lupulln Yeast

one or the other must

bill will

BAMg

«5nE?LEu8
made
cough.
Cure

Is generally acknowledged.

soldiers’

TEST YODR

Krf.mers & Bangs have a full stock of
Paints, Oils, Varnishes, paint and whitewash brushes, which they are selling at
low figuresfor cash.

"In view ol these considerations and of
Chicago and West Michigan Railway.
tbe fact that equally as good sites have
been offered free in other parts of tbe State, Taking Effect Sunday, January 18, 1884
From Chicago
and of the necessity of immediate action, From
to
to Holland
tbe committeebelieve that tbe induce- Nf’tt
Nl’t
ments for tbe location of a home at Dear Exp. Exp. Mail
Mall. Exp Exp.
born are not as great as nt some other lop. m. p.m a.m.
p m. p.m. a.m.
calities.”
10t55 1 12 10 20 ..... Holland
800 10 25 tl 55
Mr. Nortbwood culled up in tbe com- 11 20.. 10 42 East Sangatnck 2 45
4 87

ordersd issued on the city treasurer.

By com. on parks and public grounds:

stock of stationery just re-

dation ot soldiers.

Genti.emek:— I hereby respectfully ask your
permission to occupy a certain part of the street
on the south and west side of the northeast corner of Eighth and River streets, for the purpose
of pileing building materials, fora store building
to be erected on said corner for U, D. Post, by
your petitioner,which building is now in progress
of erection.— Permissiongranted to occupy onethird of the street, subject to ordinancegoverning
mittee of the whole of tbe bouse last Tuesthe same.
day
his bill establishing ami providing for
The following bills were presented for payment :
W. W. Noble, lighting lamps, $14.00; C. Ver the maintenance of a Michigan soldiers’
Schure, salary as treasurer, $2J.19; Ed. Vaupell,
salary as marshal, $83.33; Geo. II. Sipp, salary as home. When two sections Lad been read
clerk, $33.83; NationalTube Works Co., one hydrant, $81 .36; Walsh, De Roo & Co, 7* cords of Mr. Parkburst moved to uuiformally pass
slabs, $12.30; J. Beukema,expressbn whistle, it. Mr. Holman hoped it would be in$1.20; Bos & Kampeunan, Are department repairs and carting hose cart. $4.50: R. E. Work- formally passed. Tbe only persons clamman, lumber as per contract,872.52; Woodruff &
oring for the bill, he said, were the towns
Hall, repairing sidewalks, $8.40; B. Klumpareu,
bauiing nose cart, $1.00.— Allowed and warrants
which hoped to secure the home. Mr.
Aid. Bcrtsch appeareddaring the reading of the
accounts and took his seat.

An immense
ceived.

treatment had been unavailing. People
will do well to

A Scientific Haircut, or
Invigorating Shampoo.

Trust Nothing Else

p.m. a. m.
auy time.

at

Leaves Chicago 8.40 p. ra Saturdays,
than Ayir’s Sarsaparilla. Numerous
t Runs dally; all other trains daily except Suncrude mixtures are offered to the public
Passengertrain leaves Holland at 5.15 p. m. aras “blood purifiers,” which only allure
special order for discussion last Thursday
riving Iq Grand Rapids at 6.15 p. ra.; also train
the patient with the pretense of manyi
leaves Muskegon at 8.15 a. m. arriving ai Holland
morning.
cheap doses, and with which it is folly to
at 10 a. m. ; also train leaves Holland at 5.15 p. m.
Gentlemen:— My service not being appreciated
experimentwhile disease is steadilybearrivingat Mnskegon at 0.55 p. m.
by yonr honorable body, please accept of my resLadles hair cltaned and dressed in the latest
coming more deep-seatedand difficultof
AH trains run by Detroit time.
ignationas assistant engineer of Arc department
fashion.
Buckien’s Arnica Salve.
cure. Some of these mixtures do much'
Mixed trainsleave Holland, colug north, at 7:50
to take Immediate
F. O. Nve,
lasting harm. Bear In mind that the only,
The best salve in tbe world for Cuts, a. m., arriving at Grand Rapids at 10.00 a. m. ; and
—Accepted.
at Itep p, m., arriving at Muskegon at 1:00 a. m.
medicine that can radicallypurify the
The clerk reported the constable bond of Cor- Bruises. Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever also mixed trains leavo Holland, going south at
flEST-CLASS TOILET
FOE SALE
. Yltiated blood is
nelius Nyland, as principal,and Wm. J. Davidson Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains, 5:45 a.m.
and Cornelius Ver Schuro as sureties.—Approved
J. H. CARPENTER, Gen. Pass. Agt.
Corns, and all skin eruptions, and positiveW. BAU.MGARTEL.
and ordered placed on Ale.
F. Q. CHURCHILL,Station
*
Holland. Mich.. March 12. 1H5.
The engineer of the Are department p-ported ly cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
PREPARED
recommending the purchase of six rubber coats for guaranteedto give perfect satisfaction,or
Michigan and Ohio Bailroad.
the hook and ladder company.-Referred to the money refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
[ Qr. J. C. Ayer
Co* Lowell, Meet.
committee on Are department.
For sale by H. Walsh.
Taking effect Jan. 18. 1885.
The clerk reported the followingadditional
Sold by all Drnggiiti: Price $1|
oaths of oAlce on Ale, viz: presidentpro tern of
GOING WIST.
Cntral Tims
GOING IA8T.
Six bottles for |5.
the Common Council, M. W. Rose; street comPass. Mix’d Pass.
missioner, M. De Keytar; city attorney. P. H. Me
Pass. Pass. Mix.
Bride; c!ty physician, Robert B. Best; Health ofa. m.
p. m.
a. m.
Acer, Robert B. best; engineerof the Are de10 10
5 45 L Toledo A 11 10 '5 10
partment,Al’i-ed Uuutley; director of the poor.
11 02
,
0
40
. Dundee.. 10 10
4 15
Geo. II. Sipp; assessors, Peter Boot and «». J.
11 24
7 04 ..Brit»on .. 9 46 3 52
VanDuren; members of the harbor board. Korn84 acres, 600 bearing fruit trees. Peach, 11 29
7
09
Ridgeway. 9 42 3 47
mer Schuddoee and tieber Walsb; building inPear, Apple, Cherry, Plum, and Grape 11 89
7 16 .Tecumsen. 9 32 3 37
spector.John R. Kleyn; member of committee to
11 55
7
...Tipton...
9 17 8 22
examine hotels,John R. Kleyn; deputy marshal, vines. Good house and burn. One mile
12 08
7 45 ... Ousted.. 9 05
S (18
Jacob De Feyter; water commissioners,F. O. south of City limits. Price, $2,500.
12 30
8 09 ..Addison.. 8 43 2 45
" e manufacture all grade- nf thlngl-a and will
Nye, John Kramer, and R. E. Workman.— AcHarrington,
12 48
8 25 .. Jerome.. 8 26 2 28
sell them aa cbeaL n- any dealer. Cr.i« anl sue us
cepted.
8 32 ..Moscow.. 8 ai 2 21
at ihe Plnggn- Mills or call mi T.
before
Holland, May 5,
14-4t 12 55
The mayor extendedhis congratulations to the
1 06
b.i) lug elsewhere.
8 42 ..Hanover.. 8 09 2 10
Council and the people at large on the acceptance
1 17 a. m. 8 53 .. Pulaski.
in
FUR LAME BACK. Side or chcet use Shllob’e 1 38 « 20 9 15 ...Homer .. 7 59 1 59 p.800
of the appointment by F. O. Nye, John Kramer,
7 87 1 38
We also have a lar. e quantity ol Pine and Ash
and R.E. Werkman us members of a board of Porns Piaeter. Price 23 cents.
2 05 6 47 9 44 ...Marshall . 7 11
1 12 7 83
!
of water commissioners,stating that in his
2
17
6
59
B
67
.Ceresco.
6
59
7 21
1 0)
SHILOH’S COUGH and Conenmptlon Carols
opinion, the selection of the above named per!
sold by ue on a unsrantee. It cures consumption. 2 36 7 17 10 15 .BattleCr’k 6 40 12 42 7 03
sons, they all being ex-aldermen,was the very
2 56 7JT
Try a load.
..Augusta..
6 43
For sale at Yales & Kane.
12 2-2
wisest choice that could be made.
3 04
7 45
..Yorkville
12 15 6 35
J. VAN BITTEN ft CO.
3 10 7 52
By Aid. Renters—
..Richland
6 29
!2 09
Holland. Mich., April 80.
l3-8m.
3 45 8
litsolitd. That the board of water commissioners
Montleth.;
11 30
5 55
8 53 8 89
have the use of the centre room, on the second
....Fisk....
11 27
5
»;
Veterinary Surgeons,late of the Ontario 3 59 8 39
floor of the new fire engine bouse, to transact
..Kellogg ..
5 37
11 21
their business in, and that said board is hereby Veterinary College, will professionally 4 10 8 50
A Allegsn L
11 10 5 25 New
Curtains!
anthorized to purchase such needful stationery treat all diseases of horses and cattle. All p. m. p. m.
a. m. a.m.
and furniture as they may require.— Adopted.
!
calls promptly attended to day or night.
Snnili
lignin Cirpsts,
Connection*.
By Aid. Boyd—
Office at D. R. Meenga’ River street,HolAt
Toledo,
with
all
railroads
diverging.
At
DunAwfivcf. That the chain bought by the city
as good and cheap as in Grand Rapids.
13-4w
dee, with T A. A. ft G. T. At Britton, with Wabfrom Columbia Are company, be divined by the land,
ash, St. Lonis ft Pacific. AlTecumseh, with Lake
committeeon Are department among the respective fire companies.—Adopted.
For fresh herbs and pure drugs go to Shore ft Mich. Southern. At Jerome,with L. 8.
ft M.
At Hanover, with L. 8. 4 M. S. At
By Aid. De Roo—
the Central Drug store.
Homer with L. S. ft M . 8. (Lansing Division) and
Rudvtd. That when, at the end of each term,
Air Line Division of the Mich. Central. At Marthe city lamp lighterhas completedthe lightingof
sets,
Bali goods and shal, with M. C. R. R. At BatUe Creek, with Chithe streetlamps, the clerk issue a warrant lu paycago ft Grand Trank and M. C. R. R. At MonFishing Tackle. Coll and see.
ment thereof.— Adopted.
«?th.
Al Aljjgae, with Chicagoft
&
Council ai'jonrned.
FOR BARGAINS IN DRY GOODS.
W est Mich, and L. 8. ft M. S
GEO. H. SIPP, Cxty CUrk.
Trains II dally except Sunday.
THAT HACKING COUGH can be bo quickly
B. McIIUGH.
FOR BARGAINS IN GINGHAMS.
cured by hhlloh’B Care. We guarantee It.
General PassengerAgent.

upon record as

to their

choice. It was the

HAIRDHE8SING A SPECIALTY.

effect.

WATER

Agent.

^ Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,^
BY

COME AND SEE!

Special gutirrs.

Farm

A

9*

MORE THAN

TOWNS

SIX

for Sale.

THOUSAND

SHINGLES!

BOLLS OF

V

WALL PAPER.

M

GOLD, SATIN & CHEAPER KINDS.

1825.

KcpM

VERY FINE BORDERS

.

.

SUMMER

.

WOOD

Ceiling Decorations Finer

1885.

than Ever Before.

.

M

Keller & Allen*

uilBidnBt

Mich.

8

Croquet

made

Soldiers’Home special committee

the following report

upon

the

subject of establishing a soldiers’home at
the expense of the State:

.

<

KANE.

inn Wood Top Bedroom (j,

yan Puttej &

SODS,

«.,hu0- h

PLUSH AND OTHER
PARLOR

SUITES.

-*

WILL YOU SUFFER with Dyspepsiaand Liver
Complaint? Shiloh’s Vltalizer is guaranteed to
cure you. For sale by Yates & Kane.

A fine line

of Blank Books just re
"file committeehave visited Wyan- ceived. Call and see. Yates & Kane.
— —
dotte, Dearborn, Mt. Clemens, Port
Huron. Saginaw, Bay Springs, Big Rapids,
Fhks3, pure Drugs cons'an'.lyreceiving.
Muskegon, Grand Rapids, Battle Creek,
YATES & KANE.
Cassopolis, St. Joseph, Holland, Ionia,
SHILOH’S
VITA
LIZ
EK
Is what yon need for
Owosso, Hillsdale and Jackson. At most
Constipation. Loi“< of Appetite, Dlzzii.„.
next _____
and all
of these places the committee have been
symptoms of Dyspepsia. Price 10 and 75 cents
shown desirable sites, and at most of the per bottle.
places tbe citizens bave offered to donate
CROUP, WHOOPING COUGH and Bronchitis
a certain quantity of land; all of which Immediatelyrelieved by Shiloh’s Cure. For sale
by Yates & Kane
will more fully appear in the written pro
positions which your committee have received. We have also received- certain
propositions from individualsand cities
\Vre have just received a large new stock
for sites which tbe committee were unable of Boots and Shoes and Slippers for
to visit. As to tbe necessity of a Soldiers’ spring and summer trade. The atock is
Home in Michigan your committee are complete and embraces the latest styles of
unanimously of the opinion that such ne- Ladies’ and Gents’ bhoes, which are sold
cessity is great. During the past winter at reasonable prices. We sell
there have been accommodated lu the Fargo’s Boots and Fine Ladles Shoos.
poor-houses of this State 461 veterans of
L. 8PRIETSMA & SON,

„ -

-

-

_

BOOTS AND
-

Holland, Msrch

FIRST

J9,

1883.

7-ly

RxATTADNT,

WARD

FOR BARGAINS IN COTTONS,

FLUSH,

Drug Store.

and other

FOR BARGAINS IS HOSIERY.

varieties of

FOR BARGAINS

IN UA1B.

Bt B. BEST, M. D. Proper.
FOR BARGAINS IN GROCERIES
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HE NEVER

KNOWED.

Old Bl'lv B. was a pious man,
And Heaven was nls aoal;
For, being a very saving man,
Or course,nc'd snv- d his sou1.
But, even in this, he i<s d to say,
"One can't too careful bo;"
And bo sang with a fervor unassumod,
‘Tm glad salvation’s frbe."

means of grace, he had to own,
Required good hard-earned gold;
And be took ten pews, an well became
The r chest of tho fold.
“He's a noble man," the preacher crlo 1;
“Our ChristianBrother B."
And B liy smiled as he sublet nine
And got bis own pew free.
lut the

she would not have dared to acknowledge anything that might offend him,
for her mind was completely subservient to hia. He conld have mesmerized
her without a perceptibleeffort, had he
desired to do so.
“Yes, you do shrink, from me,” he
said gravely.
They were alone on the piazza, where
the cold moonlightlent an additional
keenness to the glitter of Sholbsch’s
eyes.

‘T— I— am sorry,” she said, trying to
drop her eyes, but finding them irresistibly fastened to his.

In class meeting rext ho told

How Heaven had gracious boon—

“Do you know," he continued, “that
Yea evei back into iho dark days when
I perform in this town oftener than in
Ho was a man of sin
**I was butldin’ a am on my rlvor farm— any other?”
Ah I then ha i.” he said;
“Is that so?”
*Td r. n out o' boards an' was feedin’ hands
“Yes. And why do you suppose I do
On nothin'but corn bread
t

it?”
“I tell you. brethren,tha‘ I felt blue—

ehnrt o' timber an t cash—
AnJ thought I’d die when tho banks then
bust
An 1 hooded a’l mv mash.
But th Lord was merciful to mo,
And sent r ght through the rift
The tide had made in the river banks
A lumber raft adrift.

“I do not

know.”

She did know. She knew what he
was going to say, and she would have
given her life to stop him ; but she was
powerless.
“I love you," he whispered in a
hoarse voice.
“Plenty o' boards was there for tho barn,
She shuddered and clasped her
And on top was a checs
hands.
And a bar i o' pork os sound and sweet
As any mo over sees,
“Why do you not answer me,” he
Then 1 had bread and meat for the men,
said, bending closely to her. “I tell
And the/ wo ked with a will,
While I thanked God, who'd been good to you I love you.”
mo,
“I know it,” she said in a faint murAnd I’m doin’ It still”
mur. She could not move hand or
»

>

A

thrill-volcrdsister crlel, ‘‘B'.essthe
Lord l"
The whole class cried, “Amonl"
But a keen-eyed m n looked at Billy B.
in a thoughtful war, and then
Asked: * Brother B., did vou ever hear
Who lost that raft and load?”
And B Uy wiped his eyes and sa d,
“Brethriii’, 1 never knowed."

foot.

“Then why do you not answer me ?”
he asked.
Sbe was silent.
“You love me then. This silence

comes from your shyness. I might
have known it”

And leaning forward he calsped her
in his arms and kissed her lips.

desire any gentlemanwho has tho courage to come upon the stage and I will

of

New

PITH AND POINT.

Or can*.

Tailors ought always to be able to
please the r customers, because it is
their especial business to suit people.
The Queen of Greece is said to lie
desire to go upon the platform. He
very beautiful. The que^n of ipades
arose as if to start.
i* a daisy when a man has the odier
“John, you arenot going!" exclaimed
three. —Lowell Courier.
Irene, in a tone of terror.
The man who does not believe in
•‘Yes,’' he replied, laughing; “I want
newspapersis the man who has failed
to find out how it is done.”
to work his little racket through their
“Let me go with you?”
columns.— New Oilcan* Picayune.
And without waiting for his answer
“Frequent shaving shortens life,”
she followed him.
Knowing that their purpose was to says an English surgeon. If this is
“This is hardly the sort of exhibition make an attack on New Orleans, Jacktrue then the life of men who fool
for a lady to look upon at close quar- son immediately withdrew all his troops
around Wall street ought to lie brief.
ters,” said Sholbach. “You had better thither. The city was miserably de‘No, indeed!” exclaimed Mrs. Podsit’behindthid screen until it is over.” fended, and had the enemy moved uprn
“No! no!” said a voice from tho it quickly they could without doubt snap, energetically, “I don’t believe in
house. “Let the lady see how you do have captured it. But their delays the extensionof woman’s suffrage *at
all. She suffers enough now.” — boston
it if sho can.”
gave tho American General t me to conGazelle.
Sholbach bowed, and gave Irene a struct fortifications,and to call all tho
“Killed by a Blow from a Bottle” is
chair on the side of tho stege. oppo- State militia to his assistance. Jacksite to Manners. As ho went off to get son reached New Orleans December 2, the title of au article in an exohunge.
the knife he paused for a single instant 1814. On December 10, the British Served the blamed fool right. * Why
in front of her and glared into her eyes. squadron, numbering fifty vessels, with didn't he suck instead of blowing?
“Don’t you move or speak,” he whis- a force of 14.000 men. under Sir Ed- Newman Independent.
pered.
It is asserted by Dr. Kawitz, of Berward Pakenham, brother-in-lawof the
Poor girl! She could not have Duke of Wellington, entered the outlet lin, that snails can live on paper. That
stirred if her life depended upon it. of Lake Borgne, and on December 14, is what a great many business men
Cold beads of perspiration broke out captured the American flotilla of fiyq seem to be able to do lor a time, but as
on her brow and shivering chills ran gunboats on guard where the Mississip- a rule they ultimatelybreak up at it—
down her spine. But she was voiceless pi entered the lake, which gave them Texas Sifting*.
and nerveless. Sholbach had brought fall command of the river route to New
Tramp (to gentlemanon the street)
tho lull power of his will to bear on Orleans. December 22 tho vanguard —“Sir, will you assist me? lam unher and she was completely mesmer- of the British army had landed nine able to obtain work.” Gentleman
ized.
miles below the city, and there General (handing him squatter)— “'3o you find
When the conjurer stood before Man- Jackson attacked it, but because of the it impossible to find work?” Tramp
ners be gazed intently into bis eyes.
reat numbers of the enemy he fell (devoutly)— “Yes, thank Heaven.”—
The young physician, strong as he was, ack, and took a strong position four New York Sun.
felt himself grow week before that look. miles from the city along the canal,
“A short absence,” says Mirabeau,
He endeavored to speak, but Sholbach where some hastily thrown-up earth“quickens love; along absence kills it”
repeat the experiment.”
At he said this Sholbaoh looked at
John Manners. The powerful young
physician suddenly felt an irresistible

—

frowned, and the words seemed

The Conjurer’s Bride,

The Battle

Defeated on the lakes and on the
Niagara frontier, the British, in 1814,
resolved to make a grand attack on the
Southwest, Florida was then a Spanish province and professed neutrality,
yet allowed the British to fit out their
fleets in Pensacola Harbor. General
Jackson, having been sent to Mobile to
put a stop to this, did so by marching
his forces directly agamst Pensacola.
He seized the town, and the British
blew up the fort and withdrew their
ships with all haste from the bay.

to freeze

The charm was broken. With a long, in his throat. The conjurer did not
quivering shriek she broke from his take his eyes off the physician while he
BY W. J. HENDERSON.
arms and rushed madly into the parlor spoke to the audience.
among the startled guests. Sholbach
“This man is very pow erful,” he said,
Prof. George Sholbach was a magician. followed her, but sbe tied to her father “and I must allow him time to control
Ha was not a commonplaceconjurer for protection.
his nerves before I begin, or be might
-with blocks and balls and canes and trick
“Take him away !” she cried. “Take do me some injury.”
tables. He appeared before his audi- him away! He will kill me with his
Then for a time he was silent The
aaoe with no stage trappings of any icy eyes— those serpent’s eyes. Take audience waited and watched the three
kind, and, borrowingrings and hand- him away!”
silent figures. At length, without
kerchiefs, he amnsed the audience with
The next morning Sholbaoh had dis- taking his eyes from Manners, Sholreally wonderful feats. The second appeared from the town, after an- bach said
part of his entertainment consistedof nouncing that bo would never return,
“It is time."
"mind reading,” and it was with that and Irene lay in a fever. * * *
Then with a sudden expression of
be moat astonished and confonnded the
A year had passed away and Irene frightful ferocity he plunged tho knife
aninds of the Western and Sonthern had long ago recovered her accus- into the throat of the man before him.
people among whom he performed. tomed health and spirits. Sholbach, The head fell forward and the hands
He bad a circuit of towns, in each of true to his promise, had nevqr come gripped the side of the chair convulwfuoh he appeared at regular intervals. back to Montrose. In the meantime sively for a moment; then John ManHe never went off his beaten track, and John Manners, a stalwart young phy- ners was as still as if he were dead.
yet he always had crowded houses, for sician, whose ability was unquestioned Sholbach asked some of the men in the
at each reappearance he annonneed and whose physical beauty was the front row whether they could see that
aome startling new illusion which envy of every young man in the town, the knife bad reallv been plunged in
proved to be more astonishingthan any had found the way to Irene’s heart. the man’s throat They said there was
preceding one. Some of his tricks he She loved and was loved in return, and no doubt of ir.
imported from foreign countries;quite it had been arranged that they should
“As the hour is late,” said Sholbach,
as many were of his own invention. be married at her uncle’s magnificent “I will not prolong this exhibition.I
His personal appearance was of some mansion in SL Louis in the fall The put this screen in front of this man
assistanceto him, for he looked like a days rolled on, and a week before the so. Now in two minutes you will see
magician. His hair was jet black, long day appointed for the wedding Irene him enter that door.”
apdwavy. His complexion was pale and her parents, together with her
No one had noticed Irene while Sholand bloodless. His forehead was low, lover and hia parents, went to the city. bach was performing his feat, but it
and under his sharply marked black
The first thing which met Irene’s was now seen that she had fainted.
brows burned a pair of coal-blackeyes, eyes when she arrived in St Louis was Two or three persons made a movement
fcrilliantas diamonds and restless as a bill announcing that Professor to go to her assistance but Sholbach
flame.
George Sholbach would exhibit his stopped them with a wave of the hand.
In Montrose he was a great favorite. wonderful illusions for one week at a
“I can bring her out of the faint in a
He had given hia entertainments there certain hall. The bill stated that the moment,” he said.
a number of times, and was admired magician would introduce his new feat
Then lifting her as easily as if she
much by the townspeople. He had of cutting off a man’s hand and restor- had been a child he carried her off the
never, however, made any friends ing it to its place again a ithout hurt- stage.
among them. He was courteous to ing the man. Irene shuddered and
The audience waited until the two
thoee who addressed him, but he re- turned pale when she saw this bill. minutes had expired. Then they began
pelled all attempts at intimacy.
Her lover noticed this, ami, on being to look for the reappearance ot ManAmong -those who constantly at- told the cause, laughed.
ners from the fornt of the stage. But
tended his entertainmentswas Irene
"My darling, he said, “you ought to no one came. There was a deathly
Washbnine, the daughter of the only be cured of that trouble by this time. silence in the house, and the stage readitor in the place. She was only 19 Kemember that in a few days you will mained empty. Three, four, five, ten
years of age and waa remarkably hand- have a husband to protect you. I know minutes passed, and neither the physiaome. Her dark brown eyes and hair, your borrow is only temporary. I cian nor the conjurer appeared.
aoupled with a complexion in which shouldn’t be surprised if you asked
“There’s something wrong here,” exthe blood came and went like waves me to take you to see him in a few claimed a man sitting in the front row.
an a summer sea, her rosy lips and days.”
So saying he sprang upon tho stage
milk-white teeth were the loadstones
Was it prophetic? The desire to see and overthrew the screen behind which
that attracted many of the village Sholbach’s performances again grew the magician had hidden Manners.
beam to her father's house. She was upon Irene. The simple knowledge
A horrible sight was exposed. The
.a very intelligent girl, bnt was given to that she was in the same city with him
young physician sat still in the chair,
too much reading of the somber tales had a strange fascination for her. She with the knife in his throat, the blood
:

.

of Poe and the weired fancies of Shelley.
Might after night she sat in the town
hall when Sholbaoh waa giving hia performances, chained by a strange fascination which she could not explain,
fihe shuddered with horror when the
magician’s keen, restless eye lighted
upon her, and when she found him gazing at her with a strangelysteady,
•burning look, as he often did, she wanted
to cry out with horror, but conld not
After each entertainment she vowed
that she would never again visit the
hall when the Professor was there, but
when hia bills appeared in the town
•he found herself irresistably moved to
jp and see him.
This had been the state of matters
•Tor some time, when suddenly Sholbach threw off his reserve and began
'to make friends in Montrose. Twice,
«ft«r performing in the town, he invited
•everal young men to his rooms at the
hotel and there opened bottles of wine
•nd served them with cigars until they
wowed that he waa a royal good follow.
Jit last he asked one of them, a great
•friend of Editor Washburn’s, to intro-

works had by the help of cotton bales
and sand bags, been converted into a
very effective protection. This position
the British commander attacked on
December 28, and again on January, 1,
but with little effect General Pakenham then decided to make a grand assault with his entire force. At daybreak on January 8, the advance was
made. The Americans, securely hidden
behind the ramparts, literally mowed
4own the oncoming ranks with bullets
and grapesbot. Column after column
of the British were hurled forward only
to meet with the same terriblefate.
Though brave and experienced soldiers
they could not stand before so murderous a fire. Pakenham, trying to bring
in order the wavering lines, was killed,
two of the o her British Generals wore
wounded, one mortally, and by 9 o’clock
the battle was over and the shattered
British army had retreatedfrom the
field. It had lost in killed 700, wounded
1,400, and 500 taken prisoners. The

American

A Cat Mesmerizes a Mouse.

One of our well-kuown citizens is the
possessorof a cat, which is a great pet
in the family. Indeed, it is doubtful

A woman in New York heard a burin the house, the other night,
whereupon she arose and threw him
down stairs, breaking his log. It proved
to be her husband, who, on returning
glar

from the club, had carelessly neglected
to take his shoes off before coming up

Paul Bay.
An Arizona editor having got his rival in jail for assault and battery, thus

stairs.— 67.

him: “Our quondam contemporary is lying as usual— this time
in jail.
understand that the saloon-keepers are moving heaven and
earth to get him out, as their business
has fallen off since he has been cooped.
When he gets out what a thirst ho will
gloats over

We

have !”

An

family could keep house without

angler’s journal is

no

uncommon

thing for the cat to do,
as it is a good mouser. Bnt the cat
played with the mouse for an hour and a
half, then set it up by the wall and crept
into bed and went to sleep. The mouae,
though still alive and apparently uninjured, remained just were the cat put
it for so long that the family became
interested in the mouse, and the gen-

What

A

A

i

The

!

!

.i.

.A

publishing a

series of letters to provo that a brook
trout weighing 24 pounds was caught
in

Maine in 1849. There is nothing

very remarkable about it As a trout
generally increases in weight at the
rate of one pound au hour after being
taken from the water by an angler the

Maine

fish of

1849 should

now weigh

300,000 pounds.— Norristown Herald.
BEHIND A FAN.
Just ff r a moment. In arch urmlp^,
With brows uplifted In mock surprise,
Comes one swift glancj from faucy eyes
Behind a fan.
1 hen lands -wood and n bit of laco,
Wloide I wuh artless,airy grao'),
Securely guards a blushing faco
Boh.nd a fun.
Ah, I lovj her! Sho knows how well I
Does love for mo In ihat bosom dwell?
What lluttering thoughts now make It swell
Behind tho fan?
O longing hourt. ceaso throbbing so!
She speaks,ray love, so sweet and low
That I am sure she won’t s iy ’•No"
Behind the fan.
- The Judge.

cat. A few evenings ago the cat
came into the house bringing a mouse, Man
that

struggled against her growing desire to trickling slowly down his breast, dead.
tleman proceededto stir it up. The
see Sholback, but found herself unable A dozen men rushed forward to exlittle animal started to run, went a short
to conquer it At length, in sheer des- amine. There was na doubt about it;
distance and returned to the very spot
peration, she asked her lover one even- a murder had been committed, calmly
where the cat had left it Then the
ing to tako her to see the magician. He and boldly, in the presence of three
gentleman tried to entice the mouse
laughed heartily.
hundred witnesses.
away with a bit of cheese. This suc“I knew you were cured of yourstrange
The building was searched before
ceeded only so far that the mouse would
aversion for him. There’s nothing and behind the scenes. Then it was
leave its position, get the cheese and
like a light heart and a good digestion found that both the conjurer and the
return. This was tried again and again,
to remove unpleasant fancies.”
young woman had disappeared. The
Accordingly, they went in the even- police were informed, an alarm waa and always with the same result— the
mouse returned to its former position,
ing to the hall and secured seats near sent out; the news was telegraphed all
as if under orders which it dared not
the stage. When Sholbach'a eyes fell over the country, but to no purpose.
upon them he started as if he had been George Sholbaoh and hia victim were disobey. Later the cat awoke and also
the mouse.
shot. He fixed a burning glance upon never seen again.
Now the family are very much interthem, and in a moment understood
It is said that in Germany a conjurer
ested
in the question : “What did the
their position; for Irene clung to John is travelingabout and giving remarkacat do to the mouse to make it so anxfor protection. Then Sholbach bowed
ble second sight performances, his asious to remain just where the cat left
slightly and smiled reassuringly. From sistant beimr a beautiful,pale woman,
it until the former could look after it?
that time until near the close of the en- who shudders continually, and whose
Was it animal magnetism,or was there
tertainmenthe appeared to take no no- eyes are always fixed in a glassy stare,
some subtle means of communication
tice of them.
but who never makes a mistake in anbetween them, and the cat told the
The uaual tricks had been performed swering hia questions. No one, howmouse to remain there, and the mouse
and he began his concludingfeat. A ever, has been able to identify the two
did as it was told, except when interman waa summoned from among the as George Sholbach and Irene Washfered with by more intelligent humanaudience to go upon the stage. Then burn.— C’/iicago Inter Ocean.
ity?”— ProDi(ie?ice Jgurnal.
he removed hia collar and necktie
Names
in
Novels.
and coat Then Sholbach* appeared
Why He Took His Skates.
>duce him to the newspaper man. with a large knife and suddenly seizing
enriona mistakes female
The introduction was performed and the man plunged it into his throat. novelists sometimes fall into with
“Did you go to Sunday-school to-day,
Hbolbooh made snob a pleasant impres- The man screamed and struggled. The regard to the naming of their as I told you, Bobby?”
sion on the editor that the latter invited blood poured from the wound. The c aracters.
female novelist “Yes, ’m.”
Ahe magician to visit his house when audience,convinced as they were thal once took all her names out of
“How is it that I find these skates in
•gain in town.
the man was a confederate, were silent a subscriptionlist in a provincialpaper. your overcoat pocket, then?”
When Sholbach next performed in with horror. Presently Sholbach In the course of time the novel drifted “Eh? Oh!— them skates? You see,
Hontrose the editor gave a little recep- whirled the knife around with a quiet into that particularpart of the Coun- I-”
tion to him after the entertainment movement and then held up the man’* try, and when it was therein written
“Be careful? I want only the plain
Once in the house of Washburn, Sobol- head.
murmur of horror rat that the banker had a Hainan with the truth, Bobby?”
t>acli appeared to bare eyes only for through the audience.The body wat Methodist minister’s wife; that the re“Yes, ’m. Well, you see— I was read?rene. He devoted himself to her, and removed and the Professor treated spectable lawyer had seven years' pe- in' the other day what Mr. Moody said
.attended to all her wants with a grave the audience to a three mmut< nal servitude* in hia youth; that the about skatin' bein’ a good thing if yon
and tender courtesy that conld not fail lecture. He was interrupted by th< proprietor of the most rowdy honse in only asked lor the glory of God, and so
to make an impression on her. Bnt appearance at the other end of the hal the town had been in the Balaclava I started early and took my skates
ttbe impression was not snch as the ma- of the man who had been decapitated charge; that the ohief cheese-monger along to show Jimmy Green how a
sioian wanted. While be fascinated her, alive and smiling.
audiene* waa the illegitimate soil of a duke, and good little boy who minded his mother
he filled her with horror. He reminded hbaved a sigh of relief and then award that the consumptive ritualistcurate and Wfnfc to Sunday-school reg’lar
bar of a snake.
ed the successfulmagician a round o; had wound up a London career of hid- conld skate the buttons oft "n a bad lit“Why do you shrink from me?” he applause.
eous crime by hobbling the Derby fa- tle boy wbo stayed on the pond all day
asked her.
“Yon may think," said Sholbaoh vorite— why, the words that we have at Sunday when he ought to be postiu’
“Do I shrink from you?” she asked, “that tho man who has just been on ftht onr command are not strong enough to himself up on tne scriptur’s. I brought
timidly.
stage was a confederate. Now, in or express a tithe of the sensation that the Sunday-school in ahead every time.,
was caused.— Court Journal.
and don’t you forget it *
She was afraid to acknowledge it; der to convince yon that he waa not,

.....

Bob Burdette.

loss amounted to eight killed

and thirteen wouudetl. No other great
battle in the world’s history records
such great disparity of 1 ss. A truce
was granted after tho battle for the
burial of the British dead. General
Jackson now marched with his victorious army into New Orleans, where he
was received with unbounded enthusiasm. The British General, Lambert,
withdrew h.s demoralized force to Lake
Borgne, where he received some six
weeks later news of the treaty of peace.
The battle of New Orleans was the last
land battle of 1812, though hostilities
lingered until spring on the seas.—
Inter Ocean.

if the

Ha! then the fellows who have been out
of office twenty-four years probably
have no desire whatever to go in. That
is about as much as a Frenchman could
be expected to kaow about politics.—

MAN DEFINED.

that is married to a woman Is of many
days and full of trouble.
In tho mornlnj ho draws his salary, and In the

even ng
Behold, li is gonel
It is a tale tint Is told;
It is vanished and no man

knows whither it
gonth.
He rlseth up clothedIn the chilly garments
Of tho night
And seeketh th- somnolent paregoric
Wherewith to soothe h s Infant posterity.
He cometh as a horse or ox
And draweth the chariotof his offspring.
He spondeth his shekels in the purchase of
fine linen
To cover tho bosom of his
Family;
Yet himself is soon nt tho gates of the olty
With one suspender.
Yes; he is altogetherwrelched.
—Exchange.

OH WHY.
"Oh, why should the spirit of mortal bo
proud,”
Wiien tho spirit of mortal doth shine
’Mong the Jostle and bustle of sample room
orowe.
Pont up in tho ruby red wine.
**Oh, why should the spirit of mortal bo
proud,"
And wish for a knot-holealoof,
When It kicks up a muss In the roller rink
loud
And p ants a big hole in the roof.
"Oh, why should the spirit of mortal to
proud,"
When down before lady sublime,

On knees It doth Hear while lowly ’tls
bowed—
"I can’t for you haven’t got the dime."
Alas 1 for tho spirit of mortal so proud,
Willi never crawl into the dus.?
It

will when wife takes a fancy you muit

shroud
a sealskin sacque— and you
Keller, in Chicago Sun.

Her In

-H.

S.

mutt

A Model Pointer.
Capt W. W. Lawson, who is himself
a famous hunter and fiahersman of
Burke county, saya that many years ago
his father, who waa fond of aporta of
the field, had a white pointer, and one
day while hunting in an old field where
the sedge waa high and thick he lost
hid dog. No calling conld bring the
dog to hia master, and no search could
find him. The next spring, when the
field waa being cleared lor planting,

_

the skeleton of the dog waa found within a few inches of a covey of birds— the
dog still “on the vomf—Pittoburgh

Dispatch.

The Difference.

“Pah,” asked voung Johnnie Jarphly,

what ia a defaulter?’ ”
“He ia a man who loses money that
does not belong to him, my son,” replied Mr. Jarphly.
“And what ia a financier ?”
“One who hangs to it."—

jR®.

»

«
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The Egotistical Prayer.
The Land of Promise.
Is It Not Singular
It is said that “prayer is tho heart’s
rich and ' largely unoccupied that consumptives should be the least appresincere desire, uttered or expressed." country lying in Northern Nebraska, hensiveof their own condition, while all their
I have heard prayers, however, that for hundreds of miles along the Dakota friends arc urging and beseeching them to be
more careful about exposure and overdoing/
sounded more liko an introdnotion of line, and extending through several It may well bo cons derod one of the most
the suppliant to the throne of grace. tiers of counties back from it, is invit- a arming symptoms of tho disease, where tho
There used to be an old gentleman in ing the enterprising settler from the patient is reckless and will not believethat
Maine, years ago, whose prayers were Esst to come in and till the soil ho is in danger. Reader, if you are in this
condition, do not neglect the only means of
nearly an autobiography. His custom Nothing finer in the way of a promis- recovery.Avoid exposure and fatigue, be
ing agriculturalfield is to be found regular In your habita, and use faithfully of
anywhere. The soil is extremely fer- Dr. Heroe’s "Golden Medical Discovery.’’It
has saved thousands who were steadily falltile, the climate pleasant in summer, ing.
then begin to tell the Lord his family and not too rigorous in winter, and
What la my opinion of honesty? It Is sellaffairs. I do not know whether he still facilities for marketing products being sugar with sand In it at the market price
lives or whether he has gone to his re- coming better and better all the time.
of sand.

A

ward.

Into this region there has been a
Don’t hawk, hawk, blow, spit and disgust
steady stream of immigration pouring everybody with jour offensive breath,- but
for the past two years, which may now use Dr. Sago s Catarrh Remedy, and end It.
be said to be at its height. The char- What Is my opinion of harmony? It is
acter of this population is the same lovers drinking moonlight from each other's
as of the best agricultural communities eyes.
of Ulinois or Ohio. In fact, it is from
For dyspepsia, indigestion, deprefs'onof
these and their adjoining titatesthat sp'rlts,and general debility In their various

Occasionally he would constructthe
usual piazza to his prayer, and then
open out with this sentence : “ We would
not wish to dictate, Lord, but we would
humbly suggest."
He wanted to be courteous,but at
the same time he wished to sbow'that
he was a man of influence in his own this increase of populationin the region
locality.
described is mainly derived. Whole
InWy
fyoming there was a lady who colonies from these older Western
used to have a large amount of respon- States go bodily into this garden of the
sibilityon her shoulders.She consid- Missouri Talley and locate their posered herself a kind of general assist- sessions.
The present time is most opportune
ant superintendent of the universe,and
rather congratulatedherself on her flu- for the purpose, since the railroad
ency in prayer. She never addressed which has been pushed forward through
the throne of grace without doing so this fertile land has now penetrated to
grammatically, and her gestures and the town of Valentine,to which point
modulationswere correct. Whether it is in regular operation, while the
she ever got anything she prayed for grading has been done one hundred
or not I do not now remember; but she miles beyond, and still beyond one
was known far and wide as one of the 1 hundred and fifty miles more are under
most ready and fluent extemporaneous contract. In NorthwesternNebraska
suppliants
the road is to turn northward, passing
ippliants in the West.
West.
She had a pretty tough family; but through the Dakota counties of Pall
that
latwas r either here nor there. She River, Custer, and Pennington, to Rapid
used to say over and over again that City, in the mining country.
Through the entire region traversed
with a sin-sick world in wickedness and
darkness of soul, she could not do full by this railroad, finished and projected,
justice to her family. So' it happened towns are springing up in that almost
frequently that while she w’as at some magical fashion which is characteristic
noble gathering,on her knees explain- of Western railrood development. The
ing the plan of salvation to the Lord population is increasing in the same
in her lucid and normal school lan- manner, and homes, stores, schools, and
guage, her husband, with his sleeves churches are going up on every hand.
This is the place for the printer who
rolled up to his shoulder blades, was
wondering profanely why his bread wishes to do something for himself.
The people who are going in are a readwouldn’t “raise."

One evening she had been

ing people. They have been

called

accus-

upon to open a kind of muffin-scuffle tomed to those necessities of civilizawith prayer, and after she had peti- tion, the school, the church, and the
tioned the throne lor about a quarter newspaper, and they are prepared to
of an hour and had not heard a mur- welcome and encouragethe man who
mur of applause, she turned her head comes among them to give them either.
The printer who has toiled for years
and in a low stage aside said

i
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Coughs and Colds.
Those who are suffering from Coughs,
Cclds, Sore Throat, etc., should try Brown’s
Bronchial Troches. Sold only in tmei.

The Old

I

enUrely well.

than anything

I

have ever taken.” A Drett-

raaker In Findlay, Ohio, says: “1 have
derived so great a benefit from the uro of
your Vegetable Compound that I recommend
It in the strongest terms, with tbe utmost
confidence, and am sure It will cure tbe
most stubborn esses. I considerit wry much
better than any oiber preparation made for
all Female Complaints.’’

ASK

DRUGGIST

lii.iWO persons
25

cents.

sdvoi

Nsiues and dcscriptions.of
Used tor, to claim property.
Murray Ht., N. Y.

JAMES UBHER, 9

fbee.

A

wrlodn,N it7 iJUbi

Ium"

BITTERS.

«

Lorillard’s

Climax Ping

beartn* a rtdtln toy

;

thst

MLKKt*. Nothing wm ever

a

—

mm

Have Suffered!"

Druggist, T. J. Anderson, recommending
“Hop Bitters"to me,
I used two bottles!
Am entirely cured and heartily recommend Hop Bittersto every one.
J. D. Walker, Buckner, Ma.

“Although counterfeiting is one of thr
greatestcrimes against the business of any
country, and in many cases—
‘Destructiveof health and life!"
“It proves beyond a dm
dbubt the"
"Superiority
Of the article counterfeited;
As no inferior article is ever counter*

—

felted.

Proof of this is found iu the great number in
“Australia,England,France,
"Germany, India, Belgium, Canada and
the U. 8.—
Of counterfeits of the great remedy*
“Hop

Bitters,"

Whose name and

merits are so well
known the world over that it is a
“Shining mark and a favorite prey
“For Counterfeiters

1

#hen you call (or Hop Bitters(«m

Stool

outfit

Money

LADIES!
HOUSE

for

Another

Is

you wish a choice verietrof

TIOTJBE

(AAltlkEIDfE'liOWKItW?If
t%. E.
A.
kj. nrAumscnu.
SPALDING. Seedeman
ovruaiiMii and
auu
of Alnnworth. lows*

Respon-

DO..

PHOTO-PORTRAIT
and

write

Jr O H
Flo
i

• t ,

for Cfttalofitts

FRAZER

How much more

responsible is he who has in
charge the health and life of a human being.
We have consideredwell the responsibility,and
in Drepsrlne our
SAM,whlch for twenty-five years has been favorablv known as one of the best and purest
remediesfor all Throat
and Lana
* — 1 •» eauvs
xjuuk Diseases,
AymuoiKB, we
vru
are particular to use nothingbut the best ingredients.NO OPIUM in any form enters its composition.It is to yonr interest to stand bv the
old and tried ' remedy.
ALLEN'Sa uunu
LUNG UAUBAL--Auucn
8AM, and see that a bottle is always kept on
band for immediate use.
e. READ THE

ALLEN’S LUNG BAL-

.

—

Inches.
ufher^

There are many^ortralts of Gw.^ Ghaut,

were of GKoiuin
Kanfua,ukeir Juarifterbla*rrmru frpn>

—

pel

Human Endurance.
It is an acknowledged fact that

u

Addison. Ps., April 7,1883.
took a violentcold and It setUed on my lungs, so
so that at times I spit blood. ALLEN'S LUNG
BALSAM was recommended to me as a good remedy.
I took it, and am now sound and well.
Yours respectfully, A. J. HILEMAN.
Addison,PsM April, 1883.
A. J. COLBOM. Esq.. Editor of the Somerttt Herald,
writes: I can recommend ALLEN’S LUNG BALBAM
as being tho best remedy for Golds and Goughs I ever
used.

man

.

Gentlemen:-I can chwrtSb^'aM your^il^I'fl
LUNQ BAJ.4AM, which I have sold for tho past fltteen
years, sell* better than any cough remedy, and gives
general satisfaction.Tia frequently recommended
by the medical professionhere.
Yours
H. 0. MOONEY. Druggist.

truly,

Fatetti,R. I Oct. 12. 1884.
Allow me to aay that after using three
* Hftvn.
ALLEN'S AJl/iVV*
LUNG BALSAM lur
for O
a UMl
badattack

Gentlemen

possesses the power of endurance to a
greater degree than any of the lower

animals. Professionalpedestrianshave

known to

been

walk an average of one

hondred miles per day
tive days, which

for six

would be

consecu-

wonderful

a

accomplishment for a horse, and surpass all the known records of that useful

animal Of

course a man possess-

BURR1LL H. DAVIS.

its

full-

est extent must be iu perfect health.

(LliW Props.
CINCINNATI, OHIO.
GO.

bf all MEDICINE DEALERS.
GOLDEN BEAL B1TTKHS.

FOR SALE

Broken down invalids, do
you wish to gain flesh,to acquire an appetite, to enjoy a
regularhabit of body, to obtain refreshingsleep, to feel
nd know that every fibre
tissue of your system ia
ig braced up and reno? If so commence at
hre a course of GOLDEN

SEAL BITTERS. In one
week you will be convalescent. In a month you
lie well. Don't despair
because you have a weak
constitution. Fortify the
body against disease by
b;
, purifyingall the fluids with

One who
and

is troubled with

weak urinary

digestive organs, whose pulse is ir-

feels

who

a sense of burdensome fatigue

GOLDEN SEAL BITTERS.

tNo epidemic can take hold
of asystem thus forearmed.
..The liver, the stomach, the
^bowels, the kidneys, are
rendered disease proof by
tills great invlgomnt. Ruinous bills for medicalattendance may be avoided by counteractingthe first symptoms of sickness with this great German remedy.
They are recommended from friend to friend, and the
sale increasesdally. We warrant a cure. GOLDEN
BEAL BITTERS CO- Holland Qly, Mich. Sold by all
druggists. Take no others. M your druggist does
not keep it, wo will send one bottle and prepay express for |1, or six bottles for 15.

Evkmino WiaoonaiN and
upon tbe annexed terma;
Prenent aubacriberato
Tax Evenixu WiaooiiaiK.
by remitting $1.00 for the
toe expirationof tbe preaent aubacripUon ;
for two month* »>eyond the preaent aubac
The Evexino Wmconiin by mail. Thia<
to
• inly
’ ilr'
lat.
Every new auliacriberto the Weielt Wiacoki
for one year, and to Th* Evehixo Wwcohmn (or r
t

1

f

_

mall
tort"“
SnbMcribera
_______
SnbAcribera to the Weekly
can receive _ _
copy by Banding a naw anbaoriber,
ir, and tbe new
acriber may receive one. Or they may remit
n
for two yeara’
aubacription
and reoelva twe
_
______
________
.70 copies

tbe

t

_____

*3

____

i

the portrait.

after the least exertion,would be very

Bubacrilwraby mail to tbe Daily WiscosaiN
reive two portrait* by remlttinir $8.00 for Mx
The extra rople* will be mailed to any add re*

i

i

unwise to compete in a pedestrian con-

test Should you
endurance,

y

suffer from a want of
quean regain robust health

and strengthby using Dr.

GuySOtt’S

Yellow Dock and

Sarsaparilla.
This remedy has saved thousandsof

weak, nervous,

debilitated, rickety

^nice

gufo if it could) : jt will be
Frame*, wlth^gia*a,can w.
and «ent byexpre*a,atco*t
t and risk of]
adding the price of frame
i to the above rat
i
inch oak and maroon frame, with black line,
throednch mahogany and gilt,|l A0; very ru
and gilt for
Tbe portrait mar he aeen at every pnetoAro whera
the WiaconaiHla taken, by Baking the Pontmaaterriol
whom wo aball tend a copy to be poated. Address

fect

health. It removes

all

blood im-

purities,aches, pains, sores, pimples,

1

12.00.

head-aching mortals to lives of usefulness and the fall enjoyment of per-

will

J

SWi

'

regular, whose heart palpitates, and

HARRIS &

uV.omIKS1

W

ing the power of enduranceto

EWSAiaaiMV kj

Youra respectfully,

n

the future,
Waa!ihliiRtpn by
by Stuart la
maaaea
eaiMia
i » ;, «
even
v va# children
_iM»cniM ‘n&toreSRt
it
tbe alphabet.
t. Tho portrait
i>or
of Ouh
aa taken at tbe time we refer
live In the mind* of tbe prop
aaved. Mlllona saw Oen. Grant ai
waa taken. Even thmiKh Uon.
apared to hi* country for another
never have a portraittaken that’
id heart
aa thin
thi* one doea, taken
tak
eve and
heart a*
when a
Hence thia will, bo the portrait of hlatory.
eueraviiigor oil painting
compare, aa a
______
o mirror
of tbe face.
No one can look at the
t without dli
tbe aigua of character
won battle*
war,
________
and of 1 ate hM driven dea
all othere quailed with fear,
portrait aa a aort of Euler a
recovery of tbe Nation’*
ale. It will only be fumii
traitof
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AXLE GREASE.
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bottles ofA

-

BnsptnderOo

sible for a Safe Return.

r.

srsa

K Jcp-

cheapest,qualityconsidered ?

He Who Becomes a Treasurer

I

"

aloynicnt

LorUlard’s

Do

much

'

lady laiHTS

Rose Leaf fine cut j thst Lori I lard’s
Navy Clippings,and that Lorillard’a Hnuffs, art

1NG

!”

Prosecute the Swindlers!!!
It

.

the best an<*

!

Beware of all that doss not have a green
cluster of hops on the white label

invento<l that will

|

CRAMER, AIKENB A CRAMER.
Milwaukki. Ww,

WEBSTER.
In

etc., and assistsnature iu controlling

Sheep, Bussli and Turkey Bindings.

an harmoniousroutine
of bodily functions, so essential to
and supporting

every one’s physical welfare.

m

FOOT

E’s

OLD EYES

Ortglnai

METHODS

MU*Newwitbo,itdoc*
tora.mefliciae
or glutes

RUPTORE^SXJTDOME

»

>flW
Get the Standard.

Webster-lt has 118,000 Words*
8000 Enfraylncs, end a New .
Biographical Metionnnr.-i
Standard In Gov't Printing Office,
XJLJu 88,000 copies in Public Bchooi*.'
Sale 80 to 1 of any other aerie*

UrJEiX
mirr*

nlumSSSr Wre

NERVOUS

1

_

PHIMOSIS co“.?r,",on,”ul";
Dew.pato leM.Mle.sare

X

.

CHR0RIC««S!f.’»S;» BEST
I

M«r ess Dr.

eo

R.

called ••Incurable.'’

B. FOOTS, Box 718, K. Y. City.

PONSUMPTION

TEACHERS and SCHOOLS.
The vocabulary conteins 8000 more word*
than ere found In any other American Dlctionarji

The Unabridged la now aupplled, at a small additionalcost, with DENISON’S

PATENT REFERENCE INDEX.
“Th* KTMdMt improvement In book- making tfaah
naa been made in a hundred years.”

WOOL

fi. A

comes

. •
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THAT

ever, but he seemed to have
There are many good and well-managed
But the Minister’sLast Call Postponed
learned to control his emotions. — BUI railroads in the country, and among the
—RemarkableRecovery of a Lady
very best is the Chicago and Alton. The
Nye, in New York Mercury.
who was Pronouncod Beyond
equipmentsof this road are second to none
Hope of Recovery.
In the world, and, for comfort, convenience,
Bridget’sMistake.
safety, and good time it ranks among the
A well-knownbasiness man of New Hart“Mamma, ” cries little Edith, “dive me best Courtesy and attention of its employes, the great desideratum to the travel- ford, Conn., writes as follows to Dr. David
anudder date, please.
‘Well,” says mamma, “you go and ing public,is a marked feature in its man- Kennedy,of Rondout, N. Y. : “A few months
agement This fact is very frequently ago I let a neighborof onn *hare some of
ask Bridget for one — only one, rememcommentedupon with pleasure by people
ber— and you may get two for Mamie.” who have occasion to patronize the Chicago vour ‘FavoriteRemedy,’ out of a bottle we
(An elder sister. )
k<
for our own use, to try for some tranand Alton. Two trains a day each wav run lept
Presently Edith
back. from Chicago to 8t Louis and Kansas City, sient trouble. That neighbor induced a sis“Mamma,” she says, “I tink Bridget and no change of cars is required to make ter-in-law,who lay almost at the point of
made a mistake, and dave me two for the trip injeither direction. If you are going death, to test its efficacy for her disease. For
myself and o’ly one for Mamie.”— Bos- South nr West, do not forget the Chicago weeks previousshe could not eat anything
and Alton Railroad. A ride over it will do withont experiencing great distress, and the
ton Transcript.
medicine given her by her physicians afyon good.
forded no help, and often seemed to increase
••Pat
up”
at
the
Gault
House.
“A man and his wife may differ,"
her distress.It was thought she had Cancer
says an essayist, with great gravity.
The business man or tourist will find first- of the Stomach, and nt the time of which I
They may, they may; and, what’s more, class accommodationsat tho low price of $2 write friends had sent for her pastor to make
and 82.50 per day at the Gault House, Chicathey generally do.
what it was believed would be his last call.
go, corner Clinton and Madison streets. This
far-famed hotel Is located in the center of the This ladv recovered, and is now comparaRapture, Breach or Hernia.
tively well, and says she would not be withcity, only one block from the Union Depot
New guarante3d cure for worst cases with- Elevator;all appointment® first-class.
ont ‘Kennedy’s Favorite Remedy,’ no matter
out use of knife. There Is no longer any
Horr & Gates, Proprietors. what its cost might be. You cannot adverneed of wearing awkward, cumbersome
tise it too highly." Dr. Kennedy’s“Favorite
••
Beeson’s
Aromatic
Alnm
Snlnhnr Soso"
trusses.Send two letter stamps for pamphlet
M
AS *
.
atea a aaa a *
Remedy" is a specific for all Diseases of the
is indispensable in treating Skin Diseases, B
and references. World’s Dispensary Medical Hub
'
. .
. —
Blood, snch as the ilfs peculiar to females,
Association,tW3 Main street, Buffalo,N. Y.
Cha.
and is invaluablein all Diseases of the KidBkln
jCkarlt two thousand watones a day are
neys and Uver. When once known no fammade in New 'England, With th* Yankees,
ily will be withont it “Dr. Kennedy’s Fatime has always been money.
vorite Remedy" for sale by all druggists.

.—
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With every disease imaginablefor thr
last three ytars. Our

druggistu yon would a viper : and
your money lor tbe atuff, Indict bi
and aue him (or damagea (or tbe
will reward you liberally (or the o

AWARE

R. U.

If when you oall for Hop Bitten (see
green cluster of Hops on the white lal
the druggist hands out any stuff called 0. Du
Warner’s German Hop Bitters or with
other “Hop” name, refuse it and ahun
that druggist as you would a viper; and tf
he has taken vonr money for the stuff*
indict him for the fraud, and sue him for
dnmiiges for tho swindle, and we will reward you liberally for the conviction.

AND

UNCLAIMED MONEY—

_

l

tl

CounterfeitingProves Superiority

OPBIMM&SSS

Price,

Prosecute the Swindle**

tor can’t get any credit for curing me; It la
youv medicine that has done me more good

VALENTINEBROS.. Janesville,Wis.
VALENTINE

Reliable.

pain as

owe all my good feeling* to you. Tho doc-

HOPS
PATENTS
MONTH MALT
I

condition.

much

can stop taking It until

I

and Situations
TELEGRAPHY Taught
Furnished. CiHCUiam khxx.

ma7

Probably it gave him just as

am

I

a

—

done

-

preventiveagainst fever and
ague, and other Intermittent levers, the
“Ferro-Phosphorated
Elixir of Cahayo,”
made by Caswell,Hasard & Co., of New l ork,
and sold by all druggists,is tho best tonic;
and for patients recovering from fever or
other sickness it has no equal.
forms: also, as

:

in an older community, getting little or
“Ladies, can you hear?"
I would like to be near when she nothing ahead of the point reached long
presents her credentials on judgment ago, goes in with the tide, and is soon
day, just to note the look of surprise found enlarging the first plant, increasthat will overcome her features like a ing the size of the first paper, and likesummer cloud. She will be greatly ly enough starting another in the new
annoyed when she goes through the town close by. Shrewd Horace Greearchivesof heaven, I wot, to find that ley’s advice is not yet outgrown : “Go
her beautiful seven and one-third West, young man. Go West, and grow
up with the country.”— Pahl/s/iend
octave prayers are not on file there.
Please do not regard these remarks Monthly.
as sacrilegious. They are just simply
Out of Tune.
personal reminiscences.
When the tones of a musical Instrument lieI remember an old gentleman who come harsh and discordant, wc say it is “out of
was known as the- weeper. I can weep tune." The same may be said of that far more
like him yet when I feel like it. It is wonderfuland complicatedpiece of mechanism,
no great trick, either. He never re- the human structure, when it becomes disordergarded a prayer as a perfect successi ed. Not only actual disease, but those far more
unless he broke
)kt down in the middle of I common causes, overwork, mental anxiety, and
it and floated away on the tide of fMt I,vln*' m*y impair it® visor and activity,
ready-madetears. 6nce there was a i The best remedy for a partial collapseof tho
cry of fire while he was in the midst of
a sob. When we got to the fire he was . 8tmc time an agreeableand mind cheer! mr corthere, and he had fully overcome his J
emotions and was bravely rescuing the i and antt-blllous medicine,eradicates fever and
ice-cream freezer by the back stairs. aime. and prevents subsequentattacks, it
i •
1 __ ___
| remedieswith certainty and thoroughness
He was highly emotional and could i bowel and kidney complaints,dyspepsia, nerweep all day long without food or : vousness, rheumatic troubles,neuralgia,and
water- He had a wife in Tnwa and an many other bodily ailments. It also oountera W1Ie in , a ana an “t8 Influences which predlsijoseto disease,
other in York State— somewhere in Cat
taraugus County, I think. This was a Horseshoes That May Be Taken Off at
blessing to them, for they only had to
Night.
endure him half of the time each.
new horseshoe is being made,
One day he w-as standing in front of
the congregation engaged in prayer, which is in two parts, the upper de
and had just begun to shed the scald- signed to remain permanently upon the
ing tear over man’s lost and undone foot, where it will last for an indefinite
condition. I remember how he looked, time, and no wear comes upon it; the
with his eyes shut and his nose red and other, that which contains the corks,
his bogus crocodiletears chasing each and which is joined to the upper in an
other down his cast-iron cheek. A good ingenious manner. The lower halves
many of the congregation seemed to of the shoes are interchangeable
be watching him over the tops of the sharp corks for icy weather and dull
pews. He reached in his coat-tail ones for heavy draft horses, or they
pooxets
removed entirelyat night to
lockets for fus
his handkerchiefand
and
brought it forth, folded as it had been prevent injury to the animal while in
taken from the bureau drawer. Still the stall.— r/tc Millstone.
weeping and sobbing over his fallen
Important.
race, and with his eyes tightly closed,
When you visit or leave Now York Olty.
he slowly unfolded his white handker- save Bogaage Expressagoand Carriage Hire, and
chief to its full extent and plunged his stop at the Grand Union Hotel, op)X)Btte Grand
long red nose into it, but not before he Central Depot: 600 elegantrooms fittedup at a
cost of one milliondollars, reduced to tl and
had shown the congregation that the upwards per day. European plan. Elevator,
handkerchief was, in fact, the very Restaurantsupplied with the best. Horse cabs,
stage, and elevated railroad to 411 depots. Famismallest size of child’s shirt. Some lies can live better for less money at the Grand
one then smiled in a low tone of voice, Union than at any first-classhotel In the oity.
and he opened his eyes. Oh, how mad
Maud 8. weighs 916 pounds. Her wait is
he was ! From that on I never knew not
observable, however, when there Is anhim to weep over man’s lost and un- other horse on the track.

Friend of Wt _______
This title la often applied to Mrs. Lydia E.
Plnkham, of Lynn, Mass., by happy wives
and mothers who have been cured of dlstreaslnp disorders and relieved of pain and
suffering by Mnk Plnkham's Vegetable Compound. Mrs. L. H
, of Strother, 8. O,
says, In a recent letter: “Yohr medicine
has done me so much good that 1 don't think

C.

MERRJAM k

man 'and beast need a

cooling

lotion. Mustang Liniment.
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c.v.v.
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it tell a sweeter tale?
Magnolia Balm is the charmer that almost cheats the

looking-glass.
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Kiss Cleveland on Social Drinking.

worth of Goods.must be sold in order to meet the obligations to creditors.

In the Youth's TemperancsBanner, Feb.
11th, 1982, appeared an article, addressed

from

to girls,

the pen of the present mis-

trees Of tl'O White

“UNHEAED OF BARGAINS”

House, which closed as

follows t
“1 wish Some strong, bright angel stood
before you, just now, while you read, girls,

before you,

to flash

can, the

as

power you

In Dr; Goods, Clothing, Gents’ Furnishing Goods, and Boots and Shoes.

no words of mine

possess to help or to

hinder the cause of temperance; to make
you

your

feel

responsibility,because you

are girls, in this matter; to shudder at its
weight, and to never cense trying to fulfil
ill Doubtless you have heard

a

about the value of Jour smiles

;

know

And Winter

great deal

you

but do

POWDER
Purel

the value of your frowns? I wish I

could make you feel the value of your
frowns and the importance of knowing

frown upon. What

just what to

must do by a blow

woman

a

THU powder

i

can do by a

never irarie*. A marvel of purity.
BtrangtQand wholewmeness.More economical
that the (ordinaryfindi, and cannot be eoid in

frown. When the time comes that the
VOUDg ra«n who tow .bare. tlm. ln
your society and the saloon; who jokes | oam, kotal Bakiio
hbout temperance in your presence, and
takes a

made

glass, socially,

now

and then;

is

cannot be

if

to feel that these things

you are

to be his

or church

;

companion

Ladies'are invited to

Powdib Co.,106 Wai-st,N.Y.

New

Winter Dress Goods,

EtLA-TS
In large

at party, ride,

that this kind of

man

members; in
is

short,

COIMHE

unfashionable and

and the liquor trafficwill hide

numbers will be sold at a great sacrifice.

IEjAIH/Xj‘2’

and

than “Rip Van Winkle.” Irving has long
since passed into tbe land of spirits, but
the story lived and deserved to be dramis

never inspired. It

famous in
poetry and history. The Catskill mountains are tbe back ground, and Rip Van

Hudson

Lois of appetite*Bowel* costive, Fain ia
the head, with a dull •ensation la the
back part, Pnin under the shoulderblade, Fullness nftcr eating, with adl*incllnntlonto exertion of body or mind,
Irritability of temper, Low spirit*, with
a feeling of having neglcctod some duty,
Weariness,Dizziness, Flattering at the
Heart. Dots before tho eyes, Headache
over the right eye, Restlessness, with
fitful dreams, Highly colored Urine, and

CONSTIPATION.

Valley,

down to us
hero. He was

Winkle is handed

in marital

lineage as the

beloved of

TCTT’S PILLS

ous wife could not see his virtues, and like
before and since, failingto re-

ceive kind words at home, drowned his
troubles in the flowing
'

many

bowl. Among

the

untrue, Schneider, his dog, was true;

he didn’t scold— an odd bone and tbe

panionshipof his master was
1 It was natural tbal

A

Porcelain-lined,Iron-lined, Maple Cylinder
and all the diflerentkinds of rnmps.pipe and Iron.

Dry Goods & Groceries.
at

Estimates given for

the store of

kinds

^

all

or
to
Glossy Black by a single application of
this Dyk. It imparts a natural color, acts
instantaneously. Sold by Druggists,or
sent b v express on receipt ofjll*
Office, 44 Murray 8t., Mew York.

WYHH0FF

B.

Dress Goods, Table Linens,
Skirts, Hosiery,

wnmm

Planing and Re-sawing

White Goods,

done on short notice.

Stairs,
A

ram ims

ished and completed.

Etc,, in endless variety.

com-

all he asked.

of buildings, fin-

fall

and complete line of

Doors, Blinds, Mouldings,

CROCKERY
I

have the agency in this city
for the celebrated

FoQripiag. Price 25c. Ml Drojslit*

Brackets, etc.,

ing anything above the suspicion of water.

ading class of agriculturalimpleDealer in tbcleadln
menta, such as Engines, Threshers, Saw Mills,
per . Mowers, Bu^Wind
id M Ills,Seir-blnulng Readers,
Office and Shop on Riuer street, glee. Wagons, Plows, Spring Tooth Harrows,
that Fanners need except money, and that yon
near the corner of Tenth street,
can make by buying of me as I will sell very reasonable. Fair dealing and goon goods.

JAS.

Needle Gas Lam;.

twenty years.

In that sleep, he had outlived his dog, his

These lamps are a great im
movement on all other lamps
loth as to quantity of oil
used and the amount of light
which they give. Call and
see them.

gun had grown old and rusty, and he had

woman who had driven
him out Into tbe storm. To attempt to
change the plot is to mar it. Robert Mo
Wade plays “Kip Van Winkle to life.”
Where he has appeared, he has so ably realso outlived tbe

presented tbe story, that Jefferson has suf-

made and

furnished.

always on hand.

Secure Healthy
action to the Lives
d relieveall bil*
ous troubles.

Hand Railing, Sash

addicted to drink-

slept, the story says, for

WILIMS
Manufacturerof

AND WOODEN PUMPS,

goinp on in the stock of

,

TUTTS
HAIR DYE.a
Gray Hair
Whisker* changed

Fu.-Jj IT: stable;

HUNTLEY, B. EL

Wilms’ CeleSratei Wools! Brite Wsllsl
is

[array 8t,.lf.Y

tract from the story. Rip drank tbe mix-

He

JAS.

Genuine Cyclone

change of feeling as to astonish the sufferer .
They Increase the
body to Take on kUeih^jAun the V™"'
nourish ad, and bythefr^vd^AjJjM

when Rip Van Winkle

was

Harrington.

1885.

adapted
to such cases, one dose effectssuch a

wandered off into the moantaios that
Schneider should follow him. Whether
they found odd fairies at nine pins, or
whether it was Holland Gin, does not deture as indeed he

22,

A.BG A.I3STS

are especially

tbe village wives and children, but a jeal

many men,

Holland, Mich., Jan.

B

TORPID LIVER.

Washington Irving never gave to the

begins in the

BEST

E3. JV
SYMPTOMS OP A

world of letters a more beautiful thing

atized. tfbe story

G-ET

The Great— t Medfcal Triumph of the Age!

cancerousface."
Blp Van Winkle.

.

Dress Petterns.

-A-ISTD

unpopular,then alcohol will tremble on

its

Style Prints, i

that good society cannot toler-

ate these things in its

its throne,

and examine the stock of

call

Absolutely

man

a

Suits of Clothes at Greatly Reduced Prices,

Holland, May

HUNTLEY.

COME AND SEE ME.
PETER H. WILMS.
Holland, Aprl

27, 1883.

1 22,

1885.

12-ly

DDTGH SETTLEMENT IN MINNESOTA
Frederiksen &
offer to sell to

Co.,

!

Frins & Zwanenburg

the public 34,000 acres of land in the counties

of Renville, Kandiyohi and Chippewa in Minnesota. The
Goods delivei'edfree of charge. lands are only about 100 miles west of St. Paul and MinneB. WYNHOFF.
Cleanse tbe scalp from scurf and dandapolis, is finely adapted to Agriculture, the breeding of catHolland,
June
14, 1883.
ruff, and keep the hair pliable,by the use
tle, and lies only from 3 1:2 to 7 miles from the well settled
of Hall’s Vegetable Sicilian Hair Renewer.
Splendid Bargain.
places of Olivia, Renville, and Sacred Heart, on the Chicago,
Will sell dwelling house consisting of seven
rooms In good repair,also onthonseof 14x28 feet, Milwaukee <fe St. Paul railroad, and only from 8 to 12 miles
An End to Bone Scraping.
at a bargain . Reason, too far away from my place
of business. Honse and lot located on Ninth St., from the stations, Wilmar, St. Johns, and Kerkhaven, on the
Edward Shepherd, of Harrisburg, 111.,
between Pine and River streets,
competing line of the St. Paul, Minneapolis & Manitoba R. R.
Bays: “Having received so much benefit
J. §. KLEYN.
from Electric Bitters, I feel it my duty to
The price is from $6 to $8 per acre, easy terms, interest at 7
let suffering humanity know it. Have
per cent. All agricultural products, which are raised in Iowa
bad a running sore on my leg for eight
thrive upon these lands and compare favorably with any proyears; my doctors told me 1 would have
ducts raised in this country, and, being raised near large
to have tbe bone scraped or leg amputated.
has just received a large stock of the latest
cities, command a high price. Wood and coal can be had cheap.’
I used, instead, three bottlesof Electric
styles of Ladies’ and Gentlemen’s
Bitters and seven boxes Bucklen’s Arnica
We will help, financially,during the first years, the building
Salve, and my leg is now sound and well.”
of Churches and the paying of salaries to ministers. •
Electric Bitters are sold at fifty fonts a
In Olivia, Mr. T. Haan, our agent, will show these
bottle and Bucklen’sArnica Salve at 25c.
Beat in thaWorlJ.
lands free to all who desire to look them over, and as he
per box by H. Walsh.
among which are the celebrated
keeps a hotel, will accommodate landseekers at a low rate.
. Seal Sons of the Desert.
The undermentioned gentlemen have seen our lands: Rev.
Few, if any, of our fellow townsmen
-dealer inGROVER HAND
G. Hoeksema, pastor Muskegon; J. G. Van Putten, merchant,
have ever seen the peculiar and hazardous
Holland; W. C. Walsh, druggist and miller, Holland; F. I.
performances of a band of real Arabs.
Walsh, Holland; Antony Wiersema, mail clerk, Holland; C.
W. W. Cole is the only showman who has
had the enterprise to import a troupof
Blom, merchant, Holland; W. H. Rogers, editor, Holland; C.
these wonders of the desert, a fact in it- Solid Gold and Plated Chains.
Repairing promptly and neatly Dok, butcher, Holland; Plaggemeryer Bros., Grand Rapids;
done
self quite sufficient to make his shows the
Ladies’ and- Gents' Lockets
all of whom have seen the land to their entire satisfaction,
chosen resort for everybody. These Arabs
and have given us the permission to publish that they find
Silverware, Platedware
have no equals as athletes, especiallyexthe foregoing to be true, and consider these lands and tbe loCALL AND SEE US.
celling in feats where perfectmusculardeJewelry and Clocks
velopment la required. They will posication far preferable to any in Dakota, and they will give

fered by comparison.

52-tf

.

E.

SODA

HEROLD,

BOOTS & SHOES

H. WYKHDYSEN

SEWED

SUCKS.

tively appear at every performance.

A

Startling Discovery.

Wm.

Mr.

Johnson, of Huron, Dak.,

writes that bis wife

had been troubled
many years, and

with acute Bronchitis for

that all remedies tried gave no permanent
relief, until he

procured a bottle of Dr.

I also

keep on hand a

full line of

Spectacles!
My

46,

EIGHTH STREET.

E. HEROLD.'
Holland, Mich., March 13, 1884.

unsurpassedIn

this city.

Ross

Leaf, Fine Cut,

King’s New Discovery tor Consumption,
Coughs and Colds, which bad
effect,
It is

a

magical

and produced a permanent core.

Particular attention is called to the fact
that all

my

goods are

first-class

Trial Bottles Free at

H.

Walsh’s Drug

Store. Large Size $1.00..
Geo. Andrews, of Lowell, although salt

rheum

ulcers covered half bis body, was

cured by Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.

Navy Clipping

and are

sold at low prices.

guaranteed to cure all Diseases of

Throat, Lungs, or BronchialTubes.

full

information.
By applying to us landseekers can procure cheaper tickets

than of any ticket

agent.

First-class return tickets from Chi-

Milwaukee, and Orange City, to our lands, we sell, for
ten dollars only. Excursions will leave these places under
our own management. Return tickets from Holland, Muskegon, Grand Haven and Grand Rapids for seventeen dol
lars only. Go and judge for yourself. Write or apply to
cago,

stock of

SILVERWARE
•
is

NO.

and Snuffs

FBEDEBICKSEN &
51 S.

Come

my Stock. Watcbes
and Clocks repaired on
short notice.

In and see

NINTH STREET, OPPOSITE FIRST CHURCH.
B. WYKBUY8RM.
Holland, Mich., Oct. *4, 1888.

dark

CO.,
St. Chicago.

FRINS & ZWANENBURG,
283 Sibley St. St. Paul, Minn.
For information, apply to Isaac M&rsilje and John C.
Post, Esq., at Holland, Jan (Taryelink at Graafschap, or to S.
Wesselius, attorney, Grand
15-Bm

Rapids.
.

*

